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Title: 
Patient-reported outcome measures in older people with hip fracture: a systematic review of 
quality and acceptability. 
Abstract 
Purpose: Hip fracture is the most common serious injury of older people, often resulting in 
reduced mobility and loss of independence. However, guidance for the use of patient-reported 
outcome measures (PROMs) does not exist: we describe the first review to apply internationally 
endorsed criteria in support of PROM quality and acceptability in this group, and make 
recommendations for future applications. 
Methods: Systematic literature searches of major databases (1980-2015) to identify published 
evidence of the application and quality of clearly defined measures. Evidence of measurement 
and practical properties, and the extent of active patient involvement, was sought. Study and 
PROM quality was assessed against recommended criteria. 
Results: 71 articles relating to 28 PROMs (Generic n=12; Specific n=16) were included. The 
SF-36 (v1) and EuroQoL EQ-5D 3L were the most widely evaluated measures with acceptable 
evidence of measurement properties, but limited evaluations of practical properties or relevance 
to this group. Evidence was mostly limited for the remaining measures. Hypothesized 
associations between variables were infrequently evaluated. Evidence of data quality, test-retest 
reliability, responsiveness, interpretation, acceptability and feasibility was also limited. Active 
patient involvement in PROM development or evaluation was not reported. There was limited 
evaluation of proxy completions. 
Conclusions: The paucity of robust evaluations is disappointing and prevents clear 
recommendations for PROM-based assessment. Further research must urgently seek to identify 
which outcomes really matter to this group. Future PROM selection must be underpinned by 
research which focuses on methodological quality, including issues of acceptability, relevance, 
feasibility of application, and proxy completion, whilst seeking to actively incorporate the 
perspective of patients and their advocates. 
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Abstract (257/250) 
Purpose: Hip fracture is the most common serious injury of older people, often resulting in 
reduced mobility and loss of independence. However, guidance for the use of patient-reported 
outcome measures (PROMs) does not exist: we describe the first review to apply 
internationally endorsed criteria in support of PROM quality and acceptability in this group, 
and make recommendations for future applications. 
Methods: Systematic literature searches of major databases (1980-2015) to identify 
published evidence of the application and quality of clearly defined measures. Evidence of 
measurement and practical properties, and the extent of active patient involvement, was 
sought. Study and PROM quality was assessed against recommended criteria. 
Results: 71 articles relating to 28 PROMs (Generic n=12; Specific n=16) were included. The 
SF-36 (v1) and EuroQoL EQ-5D 3L were the most widely evaluated measures with 
acceptable evidence of measurement properties, but limited evaluations of practical 
properties or relevance to this group. Evidence was mostly limited for the remaining 
measures. Hypothesized associations between variables were infrequently evaluated. 
Evidence of data quality, test-retest reliability, responsiveness, interpretation, acceptability 
and feasibility was also limited. Active patient involvement in PROM development or 
evaluation was not reported. There was limited evaluation of proxy completions. 
Conclusions: The paucity of robust evaluations is disappointing and prevents clear 
recommendations for PROM-based assessment. Further research must urgently seek to 
identify which outcomes really matter to this group. Future PROM selection must be 
underpinned by research which focuses on methodological quality, including issues of 
acceptability, relevance, feasibility of application, and proxy completion, whilst seeking to 
actively incorporate the perspective of patients and their advocates. 
Keywords: systematic review; PROM quality; acceptability; hip fracture; older people 
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Introduction 
Hip fracture is the most common serious injury of older people, often resulting in reduced 
mobility and loss of independence, and representing one of the greatest challenges to the 
healthcare community [1]. In 1990, a global incidence of 1.31 million hip fractures was 
reported, with an associated 740,000 deaths [2]. Hip fractures represent a growing, worldwide 
socioeconomic burden: current costs to England’s NHS are estimated at £1.4 billion, or 1% of 
the NHS budget [3]. 
Traditionally, outcome assessment for patients presenting with proximal femoral fracture was 
focused on mortality / morbidity rates, surgical implant success or operative complications [4, 
5]. However, the growing focus on patient-centred care and recognition of the importance of 
understanding the impact of hip fracture and associated care from the perspective of the 
patient, has resulted in a shift in how outcomes are assessed in clinical trials, audit and routine 
practice settings towards the assessment of patient experience and the quality of   life   
achieved [6-8]. The use of well-developed patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) – 
single or multi-item questionnaires which seek to assess how patients feel, what they can and 
cannot do and how they live their lives as a consequence of their health and associated health 
care, could provide critical information to enhance patient-centred health care [9]. However, 
guidance for appropriate PROM-based assessment following hip fracture does not exist, and 
little is known about which outcomes are most important to patients. 
Where uncertainly exists, structured reviews of evidence can be essential to informing the 
selection of relevant and appropriate measures. Three recent articles have reviewed the use 
and availability of patient-reported and clinician-reported measures following surgical 
interventions for hip pathology [4] and traumatic hip fracture [5,10]. Ahmad et al, [4] 
suggested that the outcomes of elective or traumatic hip surgery should be assessed with a 
clear and concise hip-specific measure that allows consideration of co-morbidities, the use of 
walking aids, and includes a generic component. However, a selective review of commonly 
used hip-specific, disease-specific and generic measures highlighted numerous limitations – 
with none of the reviewed measures fulfilling the suggested requirements. Moreover, few 
measures had been adequately evaluated, further limiting recommendations. In conclusion, 
while recommending a combination of hip-specific (Oxford Hip Score - OHS), disease- 
specific (Western Ontario and McMaster University Osteoarthritis Index - WOMAC) and 
generic measures, the need for further robust evaluations was emphasised. 
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Hutchings et al, [5] reviewed fourteen of the most commonly used clinician-reported, 
performance-based and patient-reported measures in the elderly proximal hip fracture 
population. They highlighted significant variation in outcome reporting, with no single 
measure in widespread use in this population. Although the search strategies applied in 
pursuit of published psychometric evidence were limited [11], concerns pertaining to the 
limited availability of robust evaluations by which to determine the ‘validity’ of measures 
were also raised. Cautious recommendations included: a generic measure, such as the 
EuroQoL EQ-5D or SF-36; a measure of activities of daily living (ADL), such as the Barthel 
Index; and a hip-specific measure, such as the OHS, although evidence for the latter was very 
limited. 
A further article provides a limited review of the strengths and caveats of five named 
measures applicable for use in patients with hip pathology, summarizing, but not directly 
comparing, their suitability for use in the rheumatology community [12]. However, none of 
the reviews considered the methodological quality of reviewed studies, thus making it 
difficult to judge the strength of psychometric evidence underpinning any recommendations 
[13]. Evidence-based healthcare demands the critical appraisal of study methodological 
quality; where a study is of poor methodological quality, confidence in the results is reduced 
[14]. Similarly, an appreciation of the methodological quality of PROM evaluative studies is 
crucial to data interpretation [11; 15]. Moreover, the reviews of psychometric evidence were 
often limited, non-transparent and non-systematic. 
The aim of this review was to critically appraise, compare and summarize the quality and 
acceptability of published PROMs evaluated following completion (self, interview, or proxy) 
by older patients (aged 60 years and above) who had sustained a hip fracture. The results of 
the review will assist in the selection of a PROM suitable for inclusion in routine practice, 
audit, or clinical research settings. 
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Methods 
Identification of studies and PROMs: Search strategy 
The search strategy sought to retrieve references relating to the development and/or 
evaluation of multi-item PROMs used in the evaluation of older people (aged 60 years and 
above) who had sustained a hip fracture. Searches used medical subject headings (MeSH 
terms) and free text searching to combine terms specific to hip fracture with terms relevant to 
health measurement and PROM evaluation [11; 16]. Four databases were searched: 1980 to 
Aug 2015 (MEDLINE (OVID), EMBASE, CINAHL and PsychINFO). Further database 
searches used names of identified PROMs. Citation lists of included articles and earlier 
reviews of measures used in hip pathologies or hip fracture [5; 6; 10] were reviewed. 
Inclusion/exclusion criteria 
All titles and abstracts were assessed for inclusion/exclusion by one reviewer (JB); a sub-set 
of 10% were double assessed (JB,KH) and agreement checked. Published articles were 
included if they provided evidence of development/evaluation for clearly defined and 
reproducible multi-item PROMs, assessing single or multiple domains of health, following 
self-, interview or proxy completion by older people (aged 60 years and above) who had 
sustained a hip fracture. Articles relating solely to PROM application without some evidence 
of measurement and/or practical properties were not included. Included PROMs were 
categorized as generic (profile or utility), hip-specific (surgeon or patient-completed), 
condition-specific, or domain-specific [16]. Proxy completion was highlighted. Evaluations 
in non-English speaking populations published in English language journals were included. 
Single-item and mobility measures, radiographic and imaging techniques were excluded, as 
were measures without evidence of reliability or validity. 
Data extraction and appraisal 
A data extraction form, informed by key psychometric texts [17; 18], guidance for evaluating 
PROM quality [19], earlier reviews [16; 20] and the requirements of the COnsensus-based 
Standards for the selection of health Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) checklist [21; 22] 
was developed. Data extraction captured both study and PROM-specific information. 
Evidence for measurement properties included: reliability (internal consistency; test–retest, 
intra/inter-tester); validity (content; construct including within scale and analyses against 
external criteria - convergent/divergent; known groups; evidence of explicit hypothesis 
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testing was sought); responsiveness (criterion-based or construct-based assessment [18; 21] 
was prioritised; reporting of effect size (ES) statistics was also extracted); interpretation 
(minimal important difference); precision (data quality; end effects). Evidence for practical 
properties included acceptability (relevance and respondent burden) and feasibility. The 
extent of active patient involvement in PROM evaluation was sought [23; 24]. 
Assessment of study methodological quality 
The COSMIN checklist provides a consensus-based framework against which the 
methodological quality of PROM-based evaluative studies can be judged [21; 22]. Nine 
specific measurement properties are described: each checklist contains a list of items against 
which study methodological quality is assessed; items are scored on a 4-point rating scale 
(that is, excellent, good, fair, poor) [22]. Study methodological quality was evaluated per 
measurement property and determined by the lowest rating of any of the items in each 
checklist section. Two reviewers (JB, KH) independently applied the checklist to each article. 
Agreement was checked and any disagreement was resolved through discussion. 
Assessment of PROM quality 
A similar consensus-based checklist for the appraisal of PROM quality does not exist. 
However, a synthesis of various recommendations was described in an earlier review [16] 
and provided a pragmatic checklist against which the results of PROM testing was judged. 
Data synthesis 
A qualitative synthesis of data per reviewed PROM informed the overall judgement of 
quality and acceptability. As per earlier reviews [13; 20], the synthesis considered the 
following factors: 1) study methodological quality (COSMIN scores); 2) the number of 
studies reporting evidence per PROM; 3) the results for each measurement property for each 
PROM; and 4) evidence consistency between reviewed studies. Two element to the data 
synthesis score are described: First, the overall quality of a measurement property was 
reported as: adequate (+), not adequate (-), conflicting (+/-), or unclear (?). Second, levels of 
evidence for the overall quality of each measurement property was categorized as ‘strong’, 
‘moderate’, ‘limited’, ‘conflicting’, or ‘unknown’ [13; 25]. 
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Results 
Identification of studies and PROMs 
The initial searches (conducted 1980-July 2012) generated more than 9000 articles (Figure 
1). Following title and abstract assessment 177 articles were reviewed in full, including eight 
from citation searches. Update searches (conducted August 2015) generated a further 934 
articles; title and abstract assessment resulted in a further 50 articles for full review (Figure 
1).  No additional articles were identified from updated citation searches. 
A total of 71 articles were included in the review (Figure 1) (Appendix Table 1), providing 
generally limited evidence of measurement quality or acceptability for 28 clearly defined 
PROMs (Tables 1-3). It was frequently impossible to include measures due to inadequate 
descriptions or lack of reference. 
Characteristics of reviewed measures 
Twelve generic measures of health status, quality of life or capability were reviewed. Six 
were profile measures: the COOP-WONCA Charts [26], Nottingham Health Profile (NHP) 
[27], Quality of Life Scale (QoLS) [28], Short-Form 36-item Health Survey (version 1)(SF- 
36 v1) [29], the SF-12 (SF-12) (version 1) [30], and the World Health Organization Quality 
of Life questionnaire – short form (WHOQOL-BREF) [31]; and one single item measure of 
quality of life - the EuroQol EQ-thermometer (EQ-VAS) [32]. Four were preference-based 
utility measures: EuroQoL EQ-5D 3L [32], Health Utility Index 2 (HUI-2) [33] and 3 (HUI- 
3) [34], and the SF-6D derived from completion of the SF-36 or SF-12 [35]. One measure –
the ICEpop CAPability measure for Older people (ICECAP-O), is an older-people specific 
profile measure of capability and well-being for application in economic evaluations [36]. 
Three hip-specific measures were reviewed. Two measures – the Charnley Hip Score (CHS) 
[37] and the Harris Hip Score (HHS) [38] - were designed to be administered by a qualified 
health professional. They were included in the review due to their widespread use and the 
inclusion of several patient-based items (pain, mobility, functional activities): it was often 
difficult to discern how these particular items were completed and the relative contribution of 
patients to the assessment. The Oxford Hip Score (OHS) [39] is the only patient-completed 
hip-specific assessment, developed for the assessment of pain and functional ability following 
a total hip replacement surgery. A measure specific to fragility-hip fracture was not identified. 
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Two patient-completed, disease-specific measures (Osteoporosis Quality of Life 
Questionnaire (version 2) (OPAQ-2) [40] and the Western Ontario and McMaster 
Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) [41] were reviewed. 
Additionally, 11 domain-specific measures were reviewed: three measures of emotional well- 
being - Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS)[42], Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM- 
D) [43] and the Zung Depression Inventory (ZungDI) [44]; and eight measures of 
(instrumental) activities of daily living (I/ADL): Barthel Index (BI) [45], Modified-Barthel 
Index [46], Functional Activities Index (FAI) [47], Functional Independence Measure (FIM) 
[48], Functional Status Questionnaire (FSQ) [49], Lawton IADL scale (Lawton-IADL)[50], 
Katz Index of Independence in ADL (Katz ADL)[51] and the OARS Multi-dimensional 
Functional Assessment Questionnaire (OMFAQ)[52]. One of these measures (Katz ADL) is 
clinician-completed but was included in the review due to its wide-spread use in this patient 
population. Although most often clinician-completed, the original and Modified versions of 
the Barthel Index can be self-completed by patients and hence were included in the review. 
Patient and study characteristics 
Characteristics of included studies are detailed in the Appendix (Appendix Table 1). Sample 
sizes ranged between 25 and more than 13,000. The mean ages of the patient groups ranged 
from 69 to 87 years. All patients had sustained a hip fracture. The majority of studies 
excluded cognitively impaired patients. Only two studies specifically evaluated the impact of 
proxy completion on PROM performance – the HUI [53] and the FIM [54]. The majority of 
studies were cohort studies; ten were randomized controlled trials. Several PROM 
comparative evaluations were included [55-62]. 
Measurement properties and methodological quality 
PROM measurement properties and methodological quality of reviewed studies are 
summarized in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Most studies reported validity (mostly known- 
groups); but few studies formulated a priori hypothesized associations between questionnaires 
in advance of testing or provided any clarity with regards to the way in which missing       
data was handled, hence the fair or poor methodological quality rating. Eleven studies 
reported evidence of reliability (Table 2). With the exception of a just five studies  [58;  62-
65] which provided acceptable evidence in support of the longitudinal validity of reviewed 
measures, evidence of measurement responsiveness was largely lacking (Tables 2- 
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3). Twelve studies generated effect size (ES) statistics (Table 2). Although reflecting the size 
of change score rather than responsiveness [18; 66], where this was accompanied by a clear 
(or most often assumed) hypothesis detailing the expected direction and size of effect, this 
evidence was extracted but not included in the final COSMIN-framed synthesis. The majority 
of studies reported evidence of statistical significance of change scores (for example, paired t- 
tests and associated p-values); such evidence is an inappropriate reflection of measurement 
responsiveness and was not included in the review [16]. 
Generic measures 
The SF-36 (v1) is the most widely evaluated measure in this population group, with moderate 
to strong evidence supporting measurement validity and responsiveness (Tables 2-3) to 
change in health following surgical repair of a hip fracture. There is moderate evidence of 
internal consistency, with some limited evidence of test-retest reliability. Evaluations of the 
revised SF-36 (version 2) were not identified. 
Although lacking evidence of reliability, the EuroQoL EQ-5D 3L has moderate evidence 
supporting its validity (mostly known-groups) and responsiveness. A strong correlation 
between the EQ-5D 3L and the OHS has been reported (range 0.70 to 0.74) [55; 67]. 
Acceptable evidence of responsiveness has been reported following surgical repair of hip 
fracture (for example, [58; 60; 68]) (Tables 2 and 3). Large standardised effect sizes (range 
0.64 to 0.68) have been reported in two large UK-based patient cohorts in the initial 4 to 6- 
week follow-up period; much smaller values were reported over the longer term (ES range 
0.27 at 1 year to 0.32 at 12-weeks) [55; 67]. Acceptable evidence supports the discriminative 
ability of the EQ-5D: for example, between groups defined by the external clinical criterion 
‘good versus less good clinical outcome’ [58]. Few studies provide evidence of change score 
correlations: where reported between the EQ-5D and SF-36 domains, correlations ranged 
from 0.03 to 0.45, the strongest being between the EQ-5D index score and the SF-36 domains 
Body Pain, Vitality, and Physical Function [58]. 
There were few comparative evaluations of generic measures. Evidence of validity was 
equally supportive of the SF-36 and EQ-5D [58], although evidence suggests that the EQ-5D 
may be more responsive where substantial change in health is expected [58]. Comparable ES 
statistics were reported for the COOP-WONCA charts and the NHP [59] at 4-months post 
hip-fracture, and for the HUI-2 and HUI-3 at 6-months post hip fracture [63]. For the 
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remaining generic measures there is little, conflicting, or no evidence of measurement 
reliability, validity and responsiveness (Tables 2-3). 
Specific measures 
Hip-specific: Although widely used, there is no evidence in support of the reliability or 
responsiveness of the Charnley and Harris Hip scores, and evidence of measurement validity 
is limited. These measures should be used with caution. Three studies provide limited 
evidence of measurement validity [55; 67; 69] and two report ES statistics [55; 67] for the 
OHS. Although the hypothesized association between variables was not stated a priori, 
moderate to strong correlations between the OHS and EQ-5D 3L and comparable ES 
statistics were reported at 4-weeks (ES 1.14 (OHS)) and 4-months (ES 0.39 (OHS)) post-op. 
By comparison, small ES statistics were reported for the ICECAP-O at all follow-up points of 
the same study; correlations with both the OHS and EQ-5D were small [55]. Further 
comparative evaluations of the OHS, including rigorous evidence of responsiveness (for 
example, correlation of change scores), relevance and acceptability are required to increase 
confidence in future applications. 
Disease-specific: Although widely evaluated in other conditions, the two disease-specific 
measures (OPAQ2 and WOMAC) have not been widely evaluated in this population group: 
there is no evidence of measurement reliability and unknown or limited evidence of validity. 
Whilst large effect ES have been reported for the OPAQ2 physical and social activity 
domains at 12-months post hip fracture, small ES were reported for the back pain and tension 
domains[70]. The OPAQ2 was developed for use with postmenopausal women and so may 
have limited applicability in the wider hip-fracture population. These measures should be 
used with caution until further evidence of essential measurement properties, relevance and 
acceptability are established. 
Domain-specific: These measures were further classified as measures of Emotional well- 
being (4), and measures of (Instrumental) Activities of Daily Living (I/ADL)(8). 
Emotional well-being: The most widely evaluated measure was the 30-item Geriatric 
Depression Scale (GDS). However, evidence of the reliability, validity and responsiveness of 
the GDS in this group is very limited and further applications should be made with caution. 
Moreover, evidence suggests limited acceptability of the GDS following interview- 
administration due to difficulty responding to the ‘yes/no’ response format and a tendency for 
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responders to ‘digress’ [71]. Although shorter versions exist, which have recently been 
recommended for use with older people in the UK [72], these have not been evaluated 
following completion by older people sustaining a hip fracture. There is very limited 
evidence of essential measurement properties for the remaining measures. 
I/ADL: The most widely evaluated measures in this group are the Functional Impact Measure 
(FIM), the original Barthel Index (BI), and the Katz ADL, with 21, 10, and 8 reviewed 
evaluations respectively. Only the BI can be self-completed, but it is most often completed by 
clinicians. The FIM is interview-administered with a trained clinician, and the Katz ADL is 
completed by a trained clinician. Although not patient-completed measures, these latter two 
measures were reviewed due to their widespread use as measures of patient-based outcome. 
The FIM has good evidence of test-retest reliability, moderate evidence of validity 
(convergent/divergent and known groups), but limited evidence of responsiveness to change 
following surgical repair of hip fracture [64]. Evidence of acceptability and feasibility of FIM 
completion was not reported in this group; although only containing 18 items, administration 
may require between 30 and 60 minutes. Moderate evidence supports the validity of the 
original Barthel Index; but evidence of reliability is lacking. Moderate to large ES statistics 
have been reported at 1-, 4-, 6- and 12-months post hip-fracture [59; 73], comparable to 
values reported for physical mobility domains of the NHP and COOP/WONCA [59]. 
Containing only 10 items, the BI can be self-completed in 10 minutes (not reported in this 
population) or clinician-completed in between 5-10 minutes, suggesting better acceptability 
and feasibility than the FIM. Evidence in support of the Katz ADL and the remaining 
measures of I/ADL measures is very limited: the majority lack any evidence of reliability and 
responsiveness, and evidence of validity is restricted to poor quality, known-groups analyses. 
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Discussion 
Despite the large number of studies which now include PROMs in the evaluation of hip 
fracture in older people, there are disappointingly few robust evaluations from which to draw 
clear recommendations for PROM selection. Confidence in PROM selection requires 
evidence of both measurement and practical properties. However, evidence of relevance, test- 
retest reliability, measurement error, structural validity and score interpretation was not 
identified for any reviewed measure; just four (SF-36, HUI2, HUI3, FIM) had limited 
evidence of inter-rater reliability. With the exception of three measures (SF-36, EQ-5D, 
Barthel Index), evidence of responsiveness was absent or limited. Evidence of acceptability 
and feasibility was poorly reported; only two studies evaluated the impact of cognitive 
impairment and the role of proxy completion. 
In comparison with earlier PROM reviews for various hip pathologies [4; 5; 10; 12], the 
strength of this review lies in the first application of transparent appraisal frameworks 
supporting evaluations of study [22] and PROM quality [16; 20] in this population. These 
frameworks highlighted significant methodological and quality concerns which must be 
addressed in future PROM evaluations if robust recommendations are to be made; this is 
particularly pertinent to the evaluation of measurement responsiveness. The frameworks were 
independently applied to all included studies by two reviewers (JB, KH) and agreement 
checked; however, a limitation of the review is that the synthesis score was applied only by a 
single reviewer (KH). The grading criterion supports synthesis of large amounts of data but, 
although applied in several recent reviews [13; 20], itself lacks robust evidence of reliability 
and validity and should therefore be cautiously interpreted. Although only English-language 
publications were included in the review, a wide-range of questionnaires and language 
versions were reviewed and any selection bias is unlikely. However, evidence from different 
countries and language versions was combined, which may fail to take into consideration any 
cross-cultural variation in performance and should be considered for future reviews [25]. 
The extensive literature search included the major health databases, and was further 
supplemented by reference to existing reviews and recent reports. Although only English- 
language studies were included, the diversity of measures and language versions included in 
the review suggests that any selection bias is unlikely. Reviewed studies included patients 
with a lower age of 60 years; no upper-age limit was imposed. However, few studies included 
cognitively impaired patients or explored the impact of such impairment on PROM 
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completion and performance. We are confident that the results are generalizable to the wider 
population of older people who sustain a hip fracture, but may not represent the experience of 
patients with varying degrees of cognitive impairment. 
In keeping with other reviews (for example, [16; 20]), the relevance, content or face validity 
of the reviewed measures has not been reported in the hip fracture population. The relevance 
or appropriateness of a measure to the target population is a crucial consideration, particularly 
if the group differs from the population in which the measure was originally developed [21]. 
Only one measure – the ICECAP-O, is older people specific; one measure – the Oxford Hip 
Score (OHS), is intervention-specific (total hip replacement); no measure is specific to hip 
fracture. Qualitative research which seeks to understand what really matters to older people  
as an outcome from healthcare following hip fracture is essential to informing appropriate 
question and PROM content [74; 75]. The active collaboration of the older population in the 
development and/or evaluation of reviewed PROMs – for example, working in partnership to 
co-produce knowledge, was not reported. 
The estimated range of cognitive impairment in older people with hip fracture is between 
31% and 88% (mean 47%) [46; 76; 77], often significantly limiting their ability to self-report 
[70; 78]. Alternative information sources or proxy respondents such as primary caregivers, 
close relatives, or health professionals, may be utilized. Few studies have explored the 
relative impact of proxy-completion in this population [75; 79]. However, as observed with 
older people more generally [80], evidence suggests that proxy and patient responses are not 
interchangeable, and agreement is higher for more observable health constructs. Consistency 
of proxy completer (that is, inter-tester reliability) has not been addressed. Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that many older patients may lack a consistent named proxy – for example, 
due to lack of dedicated family member or named / regular health professional. The impact of 
different proxy respondents for both research and clinical practice settings should be 
considered. 
Only the SF-36 and three I/ADL measures (BI, FAI, FIM) have moderate evidence of both 
convergent and known-groups validity, with clear evidence of a priori hypothesized 
associations between variables being explored. With the exception of the EQ-5D and Katz 
ADL, for which moderate evidence of know-groups validity (and limited convergent for the 
EQ-5D) was reviewed, the majority of the remaining measures had limited or unknown 
evidence. The majority of studies simply compared the scores on measures between patients 
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who had sustained a hip fracture and a population-based cohort, or between different types of 
hip fracture. Evidence of construct validity was limited for all measures by the failure of 
authors to state a priori hypothesized size and /or direction of associations between variables 
or known groups. There were no evaluations of structural validity in this population. 
Evidence of measurement reliability was very limited; test-retest and measurement error was 
not reported. Internal consistency reliability was reported only for the SF-36. Limited inter- 
rater agreement following interview administration of the SF-36 [56] and moderate patient- 
proxy agreement for the HUI-2 and HUI-3 [79] and the FIM [75] was reported. 
As reported by other reviewers (for example, [13; 20; 81]), very few studies with evidence of 
measurement responsiveness were included. With the exception of the SF-36, EQ-5D, NHP 
and the FIM evidence of responsiveness was mostly limited or not identified. Although 
numerous studies described longitudinal change in health or compared the relative benefit of 
different treatment approaches, the majority reported only the statistical significance of score 
change. Due to the failure to explore the validity of score change, statistical significance is 
judged an inappropriate representation of measurement responsiveness [18]. Moreover, due 
to the difficulties of disentangling issues of responsiveness from the effects of an 
intervention, judgment on PROM responsiveness in trial-based studies is difficult [18]. Due 
to the failure to provide a priori hypothesized expectations for the direction and size of score 
change or correlation, many of the included studies were judged to be of relatively poor 
methodological quality. 
Well-developed PROMs provide essential evidence of the impact of healthcare, contributing 
the patient perspective to the developing evidence-base. Advances in measurement science 
and a growing recognition of the importance of capturing the patient perspective has resulted 
in a substantial growth in PROM availability [82]. However, an historic lack of good practice 
guidance coupled with a limited requirement for transparency and accountability in PROM 
development and evaluation has resulted in a large number of measures with dubious 
development history and limited quality. However, recent internationally endorsed guidance 
for the transparent development and robust evaluation of PROMs seeks to facilitate the 
development of high quality, relevant and acceptable PROMs with which to inform decision- 
making [83]. The end-users of PROMs – including clinicians, health professionals, 
researchers and patients, should demand that PROM-related data is robust, relevant and 
acceptable, and that accepted standards for development and evaluation have been adhered to. 
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Evidence-based healthcare requires the judicious integration of best evidence with clinical 
expertise and patient experience [84]. Establishing ‘best evidence’ demands the critical 
appraisal of study methodological quality; therefore, an appreciation of the methodological 
quality of PROM evaluative studies is crucial to data interpretation. The development of the 
COSMIN guidance - consensus-based standards for the evaluation of study methodological 
quality, provides essential and timely guidance to support and inform greater transparency 
and methodological rigor in PROM evaluation [11; 15]. The future selection of well- 
developed PROMs with evidence of essential measurement and practical properties generated 
from high quality studies will ensure that healthcare is underpinned with satisfactory patient- 
derived evidence, thus reducing the potential for research waste where evidence is founded 
upon unacceptable evidence. 
Outcomes research for traumatic hip fracture urgently requires methodologically rigorous 
evaluations of relevant and appropriate PROMs. Evidence suggests that the SF-36 and EQ- 
5D are candidate measures which require further evaluation. Although long, with evidence of 
poor-self-completion rates (version 1), the SF-36 (version 2) revised response options could 
improve acceptability. The EQ-5D benefits from being short (5 questions), with acceptable 
completion rates in non-cognitively impaired older people; the revised EQ-5D 5L version has 
not been evaluated in this population, but the improved response categories may improve 
both relevance and responsiveness. The EQ-5D is the preferred generic measure to inform 
quality of care assessment by England’s Department of Health [85] and has recently been 
recommended for inclusion in a core outcome set for hip fracture trials [86]. Future 
evaluations must pay particular attention to the relevance and acceptability of the measures to 
the target group, to data quality (including missing data), reliability and responsiveness. 
However, evaluating the relative benefit of healthcare in patients representing the frailer end 
of the spectrum and who experience a range of co-morbidities is challenging. Older, more 
frail patients often view their limitations as a consequence of ageing, or experience 
difficulties disentangling the impact of the hip fracture from the wide range of co-morbidities 
they experience [74]. Similar difficulties associated with the impact of multiple co- 
morbidities have been reported in other patient populations, for example, in mental health 
[87]. The often complex and diverse nature of health experienced by this population group 
highlights the need for a well-crafted, relevant and appropriate measures which capture the 
broad array of important health domains, and have the option for proxy completion. 
17 
Moreover, evidence would suggest a benefit to be gained by utilizing both generic and 
specific measures [79; 88]. 
The paucity of robust PROM evaluation in this important, diverse, and growing group, is 
disappointing and prevents clear recommendations for PROM-based assessment. The active 
engagement of key stakeholders, including patients, carers’ and health professionals, should 
seek to support more collaborative PROMs-related research, the co-production of knowledge 
and selection of high quality measures that are both relevant and appropriate [23]. Identifying 
the ‘best’ measures will require robust comparative evaluations of candidate measures, and 
should include generic (including the SF-36 (version 2), the EuroQoL EQ-5D (3L and 5L 
versions)) and domain-specific measures (for example, the Barthel Index), whilst addressing 
the need for a patient-derived hip-fracture specific measure. 
18 
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Table 1: Characteristics of Reviewed Measures TC R1 130616 
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Table 1: Characteristics of reviewed generic and specific PROMs evaluated in the hip fracture population (total = 28) 
PROM 
(Author; web-link; 
completion formatb) c
na Construct Recall 
Period 
Domains (number of items) Response 
options (range) 
Score range Administration b
(mode and time) 
Generic – health status (12) 
Profile measures (6/12) 
COOP-WONCA Charts 1 Health-related Quality Current 6 domains (6 items; 1 item 5-point descriptive; Domains scores Self-complete or 
(Nelson et al, 1987)[1] c of Life and functional per domain): where 1= best, 5= worst range 1 to 5, interview- 
 capacity health status. where higher administration 
(6 items) Daily Activities (1) scores reflect 
Feelings (mental well- Pictorial health charts worse health. <5mins 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.go being) (1) used for functional health 
v/pmc/articles/PMC123907 Physical Fitness (1) status items: physical Score profile (per Not reported in 
6/?page=3 Social Activities (1) fitness, feelings, daily domain) not elderly hip 
Overall Health (1) activities, social index. fracture 
Change in health status (1) activities; plus for change population 
in health and overall 
health. 
Nottingham Health Profile 
(NHP) 
(Hunt et al, 1980)[2] 
4 Health-related Quality 
of Life (HRQL): Aims 
At the 
momen
t 
Total: 45 items 
Part 1: 
Dichotomous: Yes/No 
Each item is weighted: 
Domain scores 
range 0-100, 
where higher 
Self-complete or 
interview- 
administration 
to provide a brief 6 domains (38 items) weights are derived from scores reflect 
http://www.proqolid.org/ins 
truments/nottingham_healt
h 
_profile_nhp
indication of an 
individual’s perceived 
emotional, social, and 
Physical mobility (8) 
Pain (8) 
Sleep (5) 
Social isolation (5) 
patients and non-patients. worse health. 
Score profile (per 
domain) not 
5-10 mins
Not reported in 
elderly hip 
physical health Emotional reactions (9) index. fracture 
Self-completion or interview 
administered 
problems Energy levels (3) population 
Part 2 (7 items): 
Effect of health problems 
on occupation, jobs around 
the house, personal 
relationships, social life, 
sex life, hobbies and 
holidays 
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Quality of Life Scale 
(QoLS) 
(Burkhardt and Anderson, 
2003)[3] 
http://www.hqlo.com/cont
e nt/1/1/60 
burckhac@ohsu.edu 
Self-completion or interview 
administered 
1 Quality of Life 5 domains (16 items): 
Material and physical well- 
being 
Relationships with other 
people 
Social, community and 
civic activities 
Personal development and 
fulfilment 
Recreation 
7-point descriptive: range
7= delighted
6= pleased
5= mostly satisfied
4= mixed
3= mostly dissatisfied (3
2= unhappy
1= terrible
Item summation 
to produce an 
index score. 
Score range 16 to 
112, where 
higher scores 
indicate better 
quality of life. 
Self-complete or 
interview- 
administration 
Approx 5 
minutes. 
Not reported in 
elderly hip 
fracture 
population 
Short Form 36-item Health 17 Health Status Recall: 8 domains (36 items) Categorical: 2-6 options Requires scoring Self-complete or 
Survey (SF-36) standard Bodily pain (BP)(2) algorithm. interview- 
(version 1 (v1)) 4 General health (GH)(5) administration 
[Ware, Kosinski, & Keller, weeks, Mental health (MH) (5) Creates a domain 
1994][4] acute 1 Physical functioning profile: each 15 to 30 mins 
week (PF)(10) domain score 
http://www.sf-36.org/ Role limitation-emotional ranges 0-100, Not reported in 
http://www.sf- (RE)(3) where higher elderly hip 
36.org/tools/sf36.shtml#CO Role limitation-physical scores indicate fracture 
NSTRUCT (RP)(4) better health. population 
Social functioning (SF)(2) 
Self-completion or interview Vitality (V)(4) Two summary 
administered scores: Physical 
(PCS), Mental 
(MCS): norm- 
based scores 
calculated (mean 
50, sd 10), where 
scores higher 
than 50 suggest a 
health state better 
than the 
population mean. 
Short Form 12-item Health 3 Health Status: 8 Recall: 8 domains (12 items) Categorical: 2-6 options Requires scoring Self-complete or 
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Survey (SF-12)(v1) domains standard Bodily pain (BP)(1) algorithm (US interview- 
[Ware, Kosinski, Keller 4 Energy/Vitality (V)(1) population). administration 
1996][5] weeks, General health (GH)(1) 
acute 1 Mental health (MH)(2) Produces two 5 to 10 mins 
http://www.sf-36.org/ week Physical functioning summary scores: 
http://www.sf- (PF)(2) Physical (PCS- Not reported in 
36.org/tools/sf36.shtml#CO Role limitation-emotional 12), Mental elderly hip 
NSTRUCT (RE)(2) (MCS-12): norm- fracture 
Role limitation-physical based scores population 
Self-completion or interview (RP)(2) calculated (mean 
administered Social functioning (SF)(1) 50, sd 10), where 
scores higher 
than 50 suggest a 
health state better 
than the 
population mean. 
World Health Organisation 1 WHOQoL 100: 4-weeks 6 domains (24 facets; 100 5-point descriptive: range Facet scores: item Self-complete or 
Quality of Life General QOL items) 1= very poor/ very summation interview- 
questionnaire Physical health (energy and dissatisfied/ an extreme (reverse score administration 
(WHOQOL) International cross- fatigue; pain and amount / always to 5= negative items): 
(The WHOQOL Group, culturally comparable discomfort; sleep and rest) very good / very satisfied where higher 100 items: 
1998)[6] quality of life Psychological (body image; / not at all /completely / scores suggest estimated at 
assessment instrument. negative / positive feelings; never better quality of 15mins to 20 
It assesses the self-esteem; thinking, life. minutes 
http://www.who.int/mental
_ health/media/68.pdf 
individual's perceptions 
in the context of their 
culture and value 
learning, memory, 
concentration) 
Level of independence 
Domain scores: 
facet summation 
Not reported in 
elderly hip 
WHOQOL@who.int systems, and their 
personal goals, 
(mobility, ADL, 
dependency (medicine; 
(domain score 
divided by no. of 
fracture 
population 
Self-complete or interview- 
administration 
standards and concerns. aids), work capacity) 
Social relations (personal 
relationships; social 
facets to facilitate 
comparison 
between 
support; sexual activity) domains): where 
Environment (includes higher scores 
finance; freedom; social suggest better 
care; environment; quality of life. 
transport) 
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Spirituality/religious/ 
personal beliefs (single 
facet – religion, spirituality 
and personal beliefs) 
Single item VAS (1/12) 
EuroQoL EQ-5D Visual 5 Quality of Life: ‘Your Today General quality of life (1 Vertical Visual Analogue 0-100, where 0 is Self-complete or 
Analogue Scale (VAS) own health state’ item) Scale (VAS) worst health and interview- 
(EuroQoL Group, 1990)[7] ‘Thermometer’: anchored 100 is best health. administration 
‘EuroQoL 0 ‘worst imaginable 
thermometer’ health’ and 100 ‘best 2 minutes 
http://www.euroqol.org/ imaginable health state’. 
Not 
Self-completion or interview reported in 
administered elderly hip 
fracture 
population 
Preference-based Utility Measures (4/12) 
EuroQoL EQ-5D (3L) 16 Quality of Life Today 5 domains (5 items) 3-point descriptive: Utility index Self-complete or 
(EuroQoL Group, 1990)[7] Mobility no problems value (society interview- 
Self-care some problems assigned value administration 
http://www.euroqol.org/ Usual activities severe problems. system 
Pain/discomfort algorithm): -0.59 2 to 5 mins 
Self-completion or interview Anxiety/depression to 1.00 where 
administered 1.00 is perfect Not 
quality of life, 0 reported in 
is death, and <0 elderly hip 
is a health state fracture 
worse than death. population 
Health Utility Index – 2 3 Multi-attribute health Varies: 7 domains (attributes) (7 3 to 5 descriptive per Standard Self-complete or 
(HUI-2) status classification 1/52 ,2/5 items): attribute / domain; where algorithms. interview- 
(Torrence et al., 1996)[8] system 2 Sensation (vision, hearing, 1 is best health. 0 to 1.00 where administration 
, speech) 1.00 is perfect 
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http://www.healthutilities.c 
Describes the 
4/52 
Mobility QoL Not 
comprehensive health Emotion reported in 
om/hui2.htm state of an individual as Cognitive elderly hip 
a 7-element vector Self-care fracture 
Self-completion or interview Pain population 
administered Originally developed to Fertility 
assess outcomes among Likely to be 
survivors of childhood relative quick 
cancers) 
Health Utility Index – 3 2 Multi-attribute health Current 8 domains (attributes) (8 1 to 5 or 1 to 6 Standard Self-complete or 
(HUI-3) status classification items): descriptive response algorithms. interview- 
(Feeney et al, 2002)[9] system options per attribute / 0 to 1.00 where administration 
Vision domain; where 1 is best 1.00 is perfect 5 mins 
Describes the Hearing health, 5 or 6 is worst QoL 
http://www.healthutilities.c comprehensive health Speech health. Not 
om/hui3.htm state of an individual as Ambulation reported in 
an 8-element vector Dexterity elderly hip 
Self-completion or interview Emotion fracture 
administered Cognition population 
Pain 
SF-6D 1 6-dimensional health Recall: 
standard 
4 
weeks, 
acute 1 
week 
Description of health Categorical: 2-6 options Standard Requires 
state classification; derived from 6 multi-level algorithms. completion of 
(Brazier et al, 2004)[10] preference-based dimensions from the SF-36 General population Utility score: SF-36 or SF-12 
measure of health or SF-12 (6 items). generated preference 0 to 1.00 where to generate SF- 
 derived from the SF-36. weights (standard 1.00 is perfect 6D score. 
Self-complete or interview- gamble) QoL 
administration Not reported in 
https://www.shef.ac.uk/scha elderly hip 
rr/sections/heds/mvh/index fracture 
population 
Self-completion or interview 
administered 
Capability measure (1/12) 
ICEpop CAPability 
measure for Older people 
1 Profile measure of 
capability and general 
Current 5 descriptive attributes 
important to older people 
1 to 4 ordered levels of 
capability: where 1 is 
Scaled using 
country-
specific
5 mins 
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(ICECAP-O) 
(Al-Janabi, Flynn, Coast 
2008)[11] 
(Coast et al., 2008)[12] 
http://www.birmingham.ac. 
uk/research/activity/mds/pr 
ojects/HaPS/HE/ICECAP/I 
CECAP-O/index.aspx 
Self-complete or interview 
administered 
well-being for use in 
economic evaluations 
(10 items): 
Attachment (love and 
friendship) (2); 
Security (thinking about the 
future without concern) (2); 
Role (doing things that 
make you feel valued) (2); 
Enjoyment (enjoyment and 
pleasure) (2); 
Control (independence) (2) 
lowest capability and 4 is 
the highest. 
index values / 
algorithms. 
0 to 1.00 where 
1.00 is full 
capacity and 0 is 
no capacity 
Not 
reported in 
elderly hip 
fracture 
population 
Specific measures (16) 
Hip-specific (3): Surgeon-based assessment (2/3) 
Charnley Hip Score* 4 For the assessment of Current 3 domains (3 items): Pain: 6-point descriptive; 3 domain scores: 5 mins 
hip surgery. To Pain (1) - severity where 1 is the worst pain where lower 
(Charnley, 1972) [13] evaluate hip disabilities Mobility (1): sum of the (severe and spontaneous) scores (1) Not 
and methods of range of movement (ROM) and 6 is the best (No indicate greater reported in 
treatment in the 3 standard directions pain). pain / most elderly hip 
(flexion; extension; limited mobility / fracture 
Assessment entirely by the abduction). Mobility: 6-point greater walking population 
clinician – to represent the Walking (1): hip function re categorical; where 1= disability. 
opinion / perspective of ability to walk. severely limited (0-30 
both clinician and patient degrees) and 6 is good 
Detail very limited. movement (260 degrees) 
http://www.bjj.boneandjoint (No further detail re 
.org.uk/content/54- ROM). 
B/1/61.full.pdf 
Walking: 6-point 
descriptive; where 1= 
bedridden and 6= 
normal. 
Harris Hip Score* (HHS) 
(Harris, 1969)[14] 
8 For the assessment of 
hip surgery. To 
Current 4 domains (10 items) Each item has a unique 
numerical score which 
Score range 0 – 
100: where 
5 mins 
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http://www.orthopaedicscor 
evaluate hip disabilities Section 1 (8 items): corresponds to a higher scores Not 
and methods of descriptive response. suggest less reported in 
treatment. Pain: severity, effects on Number of response dysfunction. elderly hip 
e.com/scorepages/harris_hi activities, need for options and number of fracture 
p_score.html 8 questions and a medication. points varies by item. <70 Poor population 
physical examination 70-79 Fair
Clinician-based outcome (ROM of hip) Function: daily activities Section 1: 80-89 Good
measure administered by a (stair use, using public 1.1 Pain: 6 descriptive 90-100 Excellent
qualified health transport, sitting, managing options range ‘None / 
professional (Nilsdotter & shoes/socks), gait (limp, ignores it’ to ‘Totally 
Bremander, 2011) support needed, walking disabled, crippled, pain 
distance) in bed, bedridden’. 
Pain and function items 
could be patient reported - Section 2 and 3 (3 items) 1.2 Support (when 
often not clear how the Absence of deformity (hip walking): 6 descriptive 
measure was completed? flexion, adduction, internal options range ‘None’ to 
rotation and extremity leg ‘Two crutches or not able 
discrepancy) to walk’. 
Range of movement 1.3 Distance walked: 5 
(ROM): hip flexion, descriptive options range 
abduction, external/internal ‘Unlimited’ to ‘Bed and 
rotation, adduction. chair only’. 
1.4 Presence of Limp: 4 
descriptive options range 
‘None’ to ‘Severe or 
unable to walk’ 
1.5 Activities – ability to 
put on shoes / socks: 3 
options range ‘with ease’ 
to ‘unable to fit or tie’ 
1.6 Stairs: 4 options 
range ‘normally without 
using a railing’ to 
‘unable to do stairs’ 
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1.7 Public transportation: 
2 options range ‘Able to 
use transportation (bus)’ 
to ‘Unable to use public 
transportations (bus)’ 
1.8 Sitting: 3 options 
range ‘comfortably, 
ordinary chair for one 
hour’ to ‘unable to sit 
comfortably on any 
chair’. 
Sections 2 and 3: select 
ROM range for specific 
motion (hip flexion, 
abduction, external 
rotation, adduction). 
Patient-completed assessment (1/3) 
Oxford Hip Score (OHS) 3 ‘Intervention-specific 4 wks 12 items: (Revised scoring system Item summation. Approx 5 mins 
measure’ – to assess Function (6) 2007): 5-point Range 0 to 48, 
(Dawson et al, 1996)[15] outcome after Total Hip Pain (6) descriptive scale: range where 48 is best Not 
Replacement (THR) 0= worst health to 4= health status. reported in 
best health. elderly hip 
http://phi.uhce.ox.ac.uk/pdf/ Assess pain and fracture 
OxfordScores/hip_score_gu function of the hip in population 
ide.pdf. relation to daily 
activities. 
Self-completion or interview 
administered 
Disease-specific (2) 
Osteoporosis Quality of 1 Health-related quality 2 weeks 54 items grouped into 14 5-point Likert scale: Item summation. 20-30 mins
Life Questionnaire (version of life in post- domains ‘across 4 major where 1= no impairment Profile / domain 
2) (OPAQ-2) menopausal women dimensions of health and 5= constant scores. Not 
with osteoporosis and status’: impairment Normalisation reported in 
(Silverman, 2000)[16] fracture. Physical function (6 procedure so that elderly hip 
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Self-completion or interview 
Shortened version of 
domains): walking/bending, all domains are fracture 
standing/sitting, scored 0-10, population 
original the original dressing/reaching, where 0= worst 
administered OPAQ (79 items household/self-care, possible health 
(across 18 domains and transfers, usual work. status 
4 overall dimensions of Emotional status (4 
health) +5 (overall domains): fear of falls, level Four dimension 
well-being) items = 84 of tension, body image, scores: domain 
items (+ 18 items on independence. scores summed 
satisfaction) Symptoms: 2domains: back within the same 
Also OPAQ SV (short pain, fatigue. dimension and 
version: 34 items across Social interaction (2 normalised to a 
3 domains (physical domains): social activity 0-100 score, were
function, emotional and support of family and 0= worst health
status, symptoms) friends. status,
Plus 6 additional items on 
general health. Overall 
HRQoL and change in 
HRQoL over the last year. 
Western Ontario and 
McMaster Universities 
Osteoarthritis Index 
(WOMAC) 
4 To assess pain, 
stiffness, and physical 
function in patients 
with hip and / or knee 
? unclear 3 domains (24 items) 
Pain (5): during walking, 
using stairs, in bed, sitting 
or lying, and standing 
5-point categorical (0 to
4); where 0= is extreme
pain / stiffness /
impairment and 4 is
none.
Item summation 
per domain. 
Pain: range 0-20 
Stiffness: range 
0-8
12 mins 
Not 
reported in 
elderly hip 
(Bellamy et al, 1988)[17] osteoarthritis (OA) PF: range 0-68 fracture 
Stiffness (2): after first Where higher population 
Prof Nick Bellamy: 
n.bellam@ug.edu.a
u
Self, interview or 
telephone 
administration 
waking and later in the day 
Physical Function (PF) (17): 
stair use, rising from sitting, 
scores suggest
between health
status.
standing, bending, walking, Index score (%) 
Self, interview or telephone getting in / out of a car, 0-100%: where
administration shopping, putting on / higher scores
taking off socks, rising from suggest better
www.womac.org bed, lying in bed, getting in 
/ out of bath, sitting, getting 
health status.
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http://www.rheumatology.o 
rg/practice/clinical/clinician 
researchers/outcomes- 
instrumentation/WOMAC.a 
sp 
on / off toilet, heavy 
household duties, light 
household duties 
Domain-specific (11) 
Emotional well-being (3/11) 
Geriatric Depression Scale 4 Depression – suitable Past 30 items Dichotomous: Yes/No Item summation. 8-10 mins
(GDS) for screening for week (15 in short version) Index score (short version 5-7
depressive symptoms ranges 1 to 30, mins)
(Brink and Yesavage, and monitoring where lower 
1982)[18] treatment. scores indicate Not 
less depression: reported in 
Revised 15 and 4-item 0 to 10 = normal, elderly hip 
http://www.sabp.nhs.uk/Do short forms also 11 to 20 = mild fracture 
cuments/D1.3d6.pdf available depression, population 
http://www.thementalel 21 to 30 = 
Self-completion or interview f.net/mental-health- moderate to 
administered conditions/depression/t severe depression 
he-geriatric-depression- 
scale-is-the-best- 
screening-tool-for- 
depression-in-older- 
people-in-acute- 
hospital-settings/ 
Hamilton Rating Scale for 1 Severity of depression Current 21 items, but scoring based 
on items 1-17 
Items 1-3, 7-11, 15, 16, Item summation. 10-15 mins
Depression 19, 20: 5-point Index score range 
(HAM-D) descriptive scale (0-4), 0 to 50, where Not 
where 0= best and 4= lower scores reported in 
(Hamilton, 1960)[19] worst indicate less elderly hip 
depression: fracture 
Items 16, 20: 4-point population 
Interview-administered descriptive scale (0-3) Score range: 
(trained) where 0= best and 3= 14-18 = moderate
worst depression,
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http://healthnet.umassmed.e 
du/mhealth/HAMD.pdf Items 4-6, 12-14, 17, 18, 
21: 3-point descriptive 
scale (0-2) where 0= best 
and 2= worst 
19-22 = severe
depression,
≥ 23 = very
severe depression
Zung Depression Inventory 1 Severity of depression Current 20 items. 4-point categorical scale Item summation: 10-15 mins.
(Zung DI) (1 to 4): range ‘None’ / Index score range 
‘A little of the time’ to 20-80, where
‘Most’ / ‘All of the time’. higher scores
(Zung, 1965)[20] indicate more Not 
Reverse scoring for depression. reported in 
items: 2,5,6,11,12,14,16- elderly hip 
Self-completion or interview 18,20. Convert to a 25- fracture 
administered 100 scale by population 
dividing total by 
0.8: lower scores 
suggest better 
health / less 
depression. 
Interpretation: 
<50 normal; 
50-59:
minimum/ mild
depression;
60-69 moderate
/marked
depression;
>70 severe
depression.
Activities of Daily Living / Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (ADL/IADL)(8/11) 
Barthel Index (BI) 10 Functional 
independence in 
personal care and 
Current 10 items: Personal care and 
Mobility 
Rated in terms of ability 
of patient to complete the 
activity independently, 
Item summation: 
range 0 to 100, 
where 0 to 
Clinician- 
completed 2-5 
minutes 
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(Mahoney and Barthel, 
1965)[21] 
http://www.healthcare.uiow 
a.edu/igec/tools/function/ba
rthelADLs.pdf 
mobility with some assistance, or 
is dependent on help. 
0, 5,10 
Or 0, 5,10,15 
0 is worst, 10 or 15 is 
best. 
20=Total 
dependency, 
21-60=severe
independency
61 -90= moderate
dependency, &
91-99 slight
dependency.
100=independent
Self-
completed in 
approx 10 
mins 
Not 
reported in 
elderly hip 
fracture 
population
Modified-BI (MBI) 2 Functional dependency Current 15 items: Personal care and 4 response options: Item summation: Clinician- 
(Granger et al, 1979; in personal care and Mobility Dependent: index score. completed 2-5 
Fortinsky 1981)[22; 23] mobility Null (IV), Helper (III); Range 0 to 100, minutes 
Independent: where 0 is worst 
Limited (II). Intact (I). score and 100 is Self-completed 
http://a4ebm.org/sites/defau best score: approx 10 mins 
lt/files/Measuring%20Healt 
h.pdf 0 to 20 = total 
dependency; Not 
21-60 = severe reported in 
Clinician-completed – from dependency; elderly hip 
direct observation or from 61-90 = moderate fracture 
medical records dependency; population 
91-99 = slight
May also be self-completed dependency;
100 =
independent
Functional Activities Index 3 Functional status Current 5 domains (30 items): 3-point descriptive: range Item summation: 30 to 40 mins 
(FAI) 0= worst function to 2= Index score range 
(Pfeiffer et al, 1981)[24] Revision of the (part B ADL impairment best function. 0 to 60, where 0 (vs > 40 mins for 
OMFAQ (OARS Multi- mixed) Economic resources is worst function. the OMFAQ) 
Shortened version of OARS dimensional Functional Mental health 
OMFAQ Assessment Physical health 
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Interview-
administered 
(clinician) 
Questionnaire): items 
about medical services 
removed; items about 
life satisfaction and 
self-esteem added. 
Social resources 
Functional Independence 21 Activities of daily Current 6 domains (18 items): 7-point ordinal scale: Item summation: 30 to 60 minutes. 
Measure (FIM) living (ADL): range from complete Index score range 
(Keith, Granger and assessment Cognitive tasks dependency (scores 1 and 18 to 126; where Not 
Hamilton, 1987)[25] underpinned by (CoGFIM)(5 items): social 2) to complete 18 is greatest reported in 
reference to the cognition, problem solving, independence (score 7) dependency in elderly hip 
http://www.rehabmeasures. International communication. ADL, and 126 is fracture 
org/lists/rehabmeasures/disp Classification of 1 = total dependency / independent in population 
form.aspx?id=889 Impairment, Motor tasks (MotorFIM)(13 assistance ADL. 
Disabilities and items): self-care, sphincter 2 = maximum assistance 
Interview-administered Handicaps. control, mobility, 3 = moderate assistance 
(clinician or non-clinician). locomotion. 4 = minimal contact 
NOT self-completed. Assesses disability assistance 
level and the amount of 5 = supervision or setup 
Classified as a PRO – but assistance required for 6 = modified 
NOT patient completed an individual to carry independence 
out activities of daily 7 = complete 
For copy of FIM (and living independence 
copyright) contact: Uniform 
Data System for Medical Includes a focus on the 
Rehabilitation burden of care 
270 Northpointe Parkway, 
Suite 300 
Amherst, New York 14228 
(716) 817-7800 FAX (716)
568-0037
email: info@udsmr.org
web site:
http://www.udsmr.org
Functional 
Status Questionnaire (FSQ) 
1 Physical, psychological 
and social role 
1 mth Total 34 items: 4, 5 and 6-point 
descriptive ratings: range 
Item summation. 
6 summary scores 
15 mins 
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(Jette, 1986)[26] functioning in 6 domains (28 items): 1 (all of the time) to and 6 single item 
Not ambulatory patients. Physical Function: 4/5/6 (none of the time), scores. 
ADL (3) and where higher score is reported in 
Self-completed Designed as a Instrumental ADL (6); better function. Also standardised elderly hip 
screening assessment Psychological function (5); to 0 to 100, fracture 
for disability and to Work performance (6); where higher population 
monitor functional Social activity (3); scores are best 
change in a primary Quality of social interaction functional status. 
care setting. (5) 
Includes one- 
6 additional items: work page summary 
status, bed disability days, report 
activity reductions, highlighting areas 
satisfaction with sexual of clinical 
relationships, interpersonal concern. 
relationships, feelings about 
health. 
Lawton Instrumental 5 Functional impact of Current 1 domain (ADL) (8 items): Dichotomous response Item summation: 5 mins 
Activities of Daily Life emotional, cognitive, Ability to use telephone options: 0 (impaired) or 1 For females: 
Scale and physical Shopping (unimpaired) range 0 to 8, 
(Lawton-IADL) impairment. Laundry where higher Not 
(Lawton and Brody, Food preparation scores suggest reported in 
1969)[27] Mode of transportation better levels of elderly hip 
Responsibility for own ADL / less fracture 
medication impairment. population 
http://www.strokecenter.org Housekeeping 
/wp- Ability to handle finances For males: range 
content/uploads/2011/08/la 0 to 5. Score 
wton_IADL_Scale.pdf excludes food 
preparation, 
Interview-administered laundering and 
(clinician) housekeeping. 
Copyright (c) The 
Gerontological Society of 
America 
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Katz Index of Independence 8 Ability to complete 2-weeks 1 domain (ADL) (6 items): 3-point scale of Original scoring: 10-15 mins
in Activities of Daily Life basic activities of daily Bathing independence: range ‘No Overall level of 
(Katz ADL) living and to live Dressing assistance’ (0) to performance 
(Katz et al, 1963)[28] independently. Using the toilet ‘Maximum assistance’ summarised on Not 
Transferring from bed to (2). an 8-point scale: reported in 
Focus on individuals chair 8 levels of elderly hip 
Clinician-completed – with chronic illness and Continence Response per item dependency fracture 
through observation and the elderly (originally Feeding includes a detailed ranging from A population 
interview (training developed following an descriptive response. = independent, to 
required) evaluation of older Items reflect a hierarchical G = total 
people with hip order of functional Scores translated into a dependence; 
http://www.npcrc.org/usr_d fracture). difficulty in ADL. ‘dependent/independent’ O=dependent in 2 
oc/adhoc/functionalstatus/K classification: or more. 
atz%20Index%20of%20Ind Independence in these A,B,C,D,E,F,G,O 
ependence%20in%20Activi activities is assessed. Where A = total Simplified 
ties%20of%20Daily%20Liv independence, and G = scoring: Number 
ing.pdf total dependence;  O = of activities in 
dependent in 2 ADLs which individual 
is dependent on 
scale 0 to 6, 
where 
0=independent 
and 6=dependent. 
Higher scores 
suggest greater 
dependency. 
OARS Multi-dimensional 1 An assessment of Current Part A: 5 domains (120 Categorical, some with Part A: 5 Part A: 30mins 
Functional Assessment overall functional status items): written answers. summary scores 
Questionnaire and service use of (part B ADL (14; IADL 7/14), or coding scheme Part B:45mins 
(OMFAQ) adults – in particular mixed) Economic resources (15), Interviewer: 5-point (algorithm) 
(Fillenbaum, 1983)[29] older people. Mental health (21), categorical Not 
Physical health (16) Index: reported in 
Interview-administration Social resources (9) Cumulative elderly hip 
only (training required – 2 Demographic items (11) Impairment Score fracture 
day training course) Informant items (10) 5-30, where 30 is population 
maximum
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http://centerforaging.duke.
e du/services/141 
Interview section: 
Interview-specific (4), 
Interviewer assessments 
(15), Interview ratings (5) 
Short Portable Mental 
Status Questionnaire (10) 
Part B: Services 
Assessment (24) 
impairment 
Part B: where 
higher scores 
suggest better 
care services 
. 
Footnote: 
a Number of evaluations in elderly hip fracture population and included in review. 
b Completion format: 
 *Clinician / surgeon completed only (3/29): Charnley Hip Score, Harris Hip Score, Katz ADL.
 Interview-administration only (5/29): HAM-D, FAI, FIM, Lawton ADL, OMFAQ.
 Clinician OR self-completed (2/29): Barthel Index and the Modified Barthel Index.
 Self or interview-completion (18/29): COOP-WONCA, EQ-VAS, NHP, QoLS, SF-6D, SF-36, SF-12, WHOQOL-BREF, EuroQoL EQ-5D, HUI-2, HUI-3,
ICECAP-O, OHS, OPAQ-2, WOMAC, BDI-II, GDS, PGCMS, Zung DI, FSQ.
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Table 2 Methodological quality (COSMIN) and investigated measurement properties per PROM (n=28) per reviewed article (n=71). 
Studya  / PROM b 
[References Table 2i] 
Country Patient 
(n) 
Reliability Validity Responsivenesse 
Test- 
retest 
Internal 
reliability 
Measurement 
error 
Content Convergent/ 
divergent 
Known 
groups 
Structural Responsiveness 
- COSMIN 
Responsiveness 
(other) 
Generic – health status (12/28) 
Profile measures (6/12) 
COOP/WONCA 
Van Balen (2003)[1] Holland 208 - - - - Good Poor - - ES 
Nottingham Health Profile (NHP) 
Borgquist (1992)[2] Sweden 100 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Van Balen (2003)[1] Holland 208 - Poor - - Good Fair - - ES 
Tidermark (2007)[3] Sweden 59 - - - - Fair - - Good SRM 
Quality of Life Scale (QOLS) 
Rohde (2010)[4] Norway 61 - Fair - - - Poor - - ES 
SF-36 (v1) 
Hall (2000)[5] Australia 184 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Randell (2000)[6] Australia 32 - - - - Fair - - - SRM 
Tosteson (2001)[7] Sweden 67 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Tidermark (2003)[8] Sweden 95 - - - - - Good - Fair ES; SRM; Group 
discriminationh
Binder (2004)[9] USA 90 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Boonen (2004)[10] Belgium 134 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Duppils & Wikblad 
(2004)[11] 
Sweden 115 Poorc Poor Poor Poor - - 
Hallberg (2004)[12] Sweden 40 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Shyu (2004a)[13] Taiwan 116 Poorc Good - - Poor Fair - - - 
Cranney (2005)[14] Canada 40 - - - - Poor Fair - - - 
Mattsson (2005)[15] Sweden 112 - - - - - Poor - - - 
MaCaulay (2008)[16] USA 40 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Zlowodski (2008) [17] USA 70 - - - - - Good - - - 
Hallberg (2009)[18] Sweden 25 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Rohde (2010)[4] Norway 61 - Fair - - - Fair - - ES 
Ziden (2010)[19] Sweden 102 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Shyu (2013)[20] Taiwan 299 - - - - - Fair - - - 
SF-36 (v1) PF 
Latham (2008)[21] Multiple 108 - - - - Fair Fair - Fair ES, SRM, MDC90 
SF-36 (v1) PF/RP/BP 
Jongjit (2003)[22] Thailand 60 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
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SF-12 (v1) 
Vergara (2014)[23] Spain 638 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Orive (2015)[24] Spain 891 - - - - - Fair - - - 
SF-12 (v1) PCS 
Mishra (2004)[25] UK 51 - - - - Fair - - - - 
WHOQoL-BREF 
Tsauo (2005)[26] Taiwan 25 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Single item VAS (1/12) 
EuroQoL EQ-5D VAS 
Frihagen (2007)[27] Sweden 137 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Frihagen (2008)[28] Sweden 79 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Beucking (2014)[29] Germany 227 - - - - Poor - - - - 
Graham (2014)[30] USA 194 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Parsons (2014)[31] England 225 - - - - - - - - ES 
Preference-based Utility Measures (4/12) 
EuroQoL EQ-5D 3L 
Tidermark (2002a)[32] Sweden 90 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Tidermark (2002b)[33] Sweden 90 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Tidermark (2003)[8] Sweden 95 - - - - - Fair - Fair ES; SRM; Group 
discrimination h
Blomfeldt (2006) [34] Sweden 84 - Fair - - 
Soderqvist (2006)[35] Sweden 213 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Tidermark (2007)[3] Sweden 59 - - - - Fair - - Good SRM 
Frihagen (2007)[27] Sweden 137 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Frihagen (2008)[28] Sweden 79 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Zlowodski (2008) [17] USA 70 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Gjertsen (2011)[36] Norway 1948 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Hajbaghery (2013)[37] Iran 140 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Inngul (2013)[38] Sweden 59 - - - - - Fair - - ES 
Graham (2014)[30] USA 194 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Beucking (2014)[29] Germany 227 - - - - Poor - - - ES 
Parsons (2014)[31] England 225 - - - - Fair - - - ES 
Griffin (2015)[39] England 403 - - - - - Fair - - - 
HUI-2 
Cranney (2005)[14] Canada 40 - n/a - - Poor Fair n/a - SRM 
Jones (2005)[40] Canada 245 Goodd n/a - - - - - - - 
Jones (2014)[41] Canada 278 - n/a - - - - - - ES 
HUI-3 
Jones (2005)[40] Canada 245 Goodd n/a - - - - - - - 
Jones (2014)[41] Canada 278 - n/a - - - - - - ES 
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SF-6D 
Cranney (2005)[14] Canada 40 - n/a - - Poor Fair - - SRM 
Capability measure (1/12) 
ICECAP-O 
Parsons (2014)[31] England 225 - - - - Poor - - - ES 
Test- 
retest 
Internal 
reliability 
Measurement 
error 
Content Convergent/ 
divergent 
Known 
groups 
Structural Responsiveness 
- COSMIN 
Responsiveness 
(other) 
Specific measures (16/28) 
Hip-specific (3/16): Surgeon-based assessment (2/3) 
Charnley Hip Score 
Blomfeldt (2006) [34] Sweden 84 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Soderqvist (2006)[35] Sweden 213 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Tidermark (2003)[8] Sweden 95 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Harris Hip Score 
Tsauo (2005)[26] Taiwan 25 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Frihagen (2007)[27] Sweden 137 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Frihagen (2008)[28] Sweden 79 - - - - - Poor - - - 
MaCauley (2008)[16] USA 40 Poor 
Mouzopoulos 
(2008)[42] 
Greece 62 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Inngul (2013)[38] Sweden 59 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Graham (2014)[30] USA 194 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Patient-completed assessment (1/3) 
Oxford Hip Score 
Mishra (2004)[25] UK 51 - - - - Poor - - - - 
Parsons (2014)[31] England 225 - - - - Fair - - - ES 
Griffin (2015)[39] England 403 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Disease-specific (2/16) 
OPAQ-2 
Randell (2000)[6] Australia 32 - - - - Fair - - - SRM 
WOMAC 
MaCauley (2008)[16] USA 40 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Vergara (2014)[23] Spain 638 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Zielinski (2014)[43] Holland 248 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Orive (2015)[24] Spain 891 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Domain-specific (11/16) 
Emotional well-being (3/11) 
Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) 
Shepherd (1996)[44] England 270 - - - - - - - - ES; SRM 
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Bellelli (2008)[45] Italy 211 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Shyu (2008)[46] Taiwan 162 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Shyu (2009)[47] Taiwan 147 - Poor - - - - - - - 
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D) 
Lenze (2007)[48] USA 126 - Fair - - - - - - - 
Zung Depression Inventory (Zung DI) 
Arinzon (2007)[49] Israel 63 - - - - Poor - - - - 
Activities of Daily Living / Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (ADL/IADL)(8/11) 
Barthel Index (BI) 
Van Balen (2003)[1] Holland 208 - Poor - - Good - - - ES 
Shyu (2004a)[13] Taiwan 116 - Poor - - Poor Fair - - - 
Shyu (2004b)[50] Taiwan 110 - Poor - - - - - - - 
Frihagen (2007)[27] Sweden 137 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Bellelli (2008)[45] Italy 211 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Mouzopoulos 
(2008)[42] 
Greece 62 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Shyu (2008)[46] Taiwan 162 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Shyu (2009)[47] Taiwan 147 - Poor - - - - - - - 
Vergara (2014)[23] Spain 638 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Orive (2015)[24] Spain 891 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Modified-Barthel Index (M-BI) 
Hall (2000)[5] Australia 184 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Beaupre (2005)[51] Canada 919 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Functional Activities Index (FAI) 
Hall (2000)[5] Australia 184 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Jongjit (2003)[22] Thailand 60 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Zidan (2010)[19] Sweden 102 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Functional Independence Measure (FIM) 
FIM – total 
Goldstein (1997)[52] USA 58 - - - - Poor Poor - - - 
Adunsky (2001)[53] Israel 217 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Adunsky (2002)[54] Israel 143 - - - - Poor - - - - 
Beloosesky (2002)[55] Israel 153 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Adunsky (2001)[53] Israel 217 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Jones (2002)[56] Canada 100 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Jongjit (2003)[22] Thailand 60 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Mendelsohn (2003)[57] Canada 40 - - - - Fair - - Poor - 
Beloosesky (2004)[58] Israel 123 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Cornwall (2004)[59] USA 537 - - - - - Good - - - 
Rolland (2004)[60] France 61 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Jones (2006)[61] Canada 137 Goodd - - - - - - - - 
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Nguyen-Oghalai 
(2006)[62] 
USA 13394 Poorc - - - - Fair - - - 
Arinzon (2007)[49] Israel 63 - - - - Poor - - - - 
Hershkovitz (2007)[63] Israel 133 - - - - Poor Fair - - - 
Mizrahi (2007)[64] Israel 460 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Graham (2008)[65] USA 6970 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Zidan (2010)[19] Sweden 102 - - - - - Fair - - - 
FIM – cognition 
Heruti (1999)[66] Israel 204 - - - - Fair Fair - - - 
Deutsch (2005)[67] USA 29,793 - Poor - - - - - - - 
McGilton (2009)[68] Canada 31 - - - - - Poor - - - 
FIM - mobility 
Mendelsohn (2003)[57] Canada 40 - - - - Fair - - Poor - 
FIM - motor 
Heruti (1999)[66] Israel 204 - Poor - - - 
Dorra (2002)[69] USA 137 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Mendelsohn (2003)[57] Canada 40 - - - - Fair - - Poor - 
Deutsch (2005)[67] USA 29,793 - Poor - - - - - - - 
Hershkovitz (2007)[63] Israel 133 - - - - Poor Fair - - - 
Mizrahi (2007)[64] Israel 460 - - - - - Fair - - - 
McGilton (2009)[68] Canada 31 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Functional Status Questionnaire (FSQ) 
Binder (2004)[9] USA 90 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Lawton Instrumental Activities of Daily Life Scale (Lawton-IADL) 
Shyu (2004a)[13] Taiwan 116 - - - - Fair - - - - 
Bellelli (2008)[45] Italy 211 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Vergara (2014)[23] Spain 638 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Orive (2015)[24] Spain 891 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Katz Index of Independence in Activities of Daily Life (Katz ADL) 
Beloosky (2002)[55] Israel 153 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Kirke (2002)[70] Ireland 106 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Tidermark (2002a)[32] Sweden 90 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Tidermark (2002b)[33] Sweden 90 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Tidermark (2003)[8] Sweden 95 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Vidan (2005)[71] Spain 250 - - - - - Poor - - - 
Soderqvist (2006)[35] Sweden 213 - - - - - Fair - - - 
Arinzon (2007)[49] Israel 63 - - - - Poor - - - - 
OARS Multi-dimensional Functional Assessment Questionnaire (OMFAQ) 
Binder (2004)[9] USA 90 - - - - - Poor - - - 
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Footnote: a Reviewed article reports measurement / practical properties for listed PROM. 
b PROMs (acronyms; alphabetical order): BDI-II - Beck Depression Inventory – version II; BI – Barthel Index; Charnley HS – Charnley Hip Score; COOP/W – COOP/WONCA Charts; EQ-5D - EuroQoL EQ- 
5D; FAI – Functional Activities Index; FIM – Functional Independence Measure; FSQ - Functional Status Questionnaire; GDS - Geriatric Depression Scale; HAM-D - Hamilton Rating Scale for 
Depression (HAM-D); HHS – Harris Hip Score (self-report domains included if reported separately); HUI 2/3 – Health Utility Index; ICECAP-O - ICEpop CAPability measure for Older people; Katz ADL - 
Katz Index of Independence in Activities of Daily Life; Lawton IADL - Lawton-Instrumental Activities of Daily Life Scale; MBI – Modified Barthel Index; NHP – Nottingham Health Profile; OHS - Oxford 
Hip Score; OMFAQ – Older Americans Resources and Services (OARS) Multi-dimensional Functional Assessment Questionnaire; OPAQ2 – Osteoporosis Quality of Life Questionnaire (version 2); QLS - 
Quality of Life Scale; SF-36/12 – Short-Form 36/12-item Health Survey; WHOQOL – World Health Organisation Quality of Life Questionnaire; WOMAC - Western Ontario and McMaster Universities 
Osteoarthritis Index; ZDI – Zung Depression Inventory. 
c Inter-rater reliability (patients and raters – detail re raters not clear). 
d Inter-rater agreement between patients and proxy 
e Responsiveness: Studies were awarded a COSMIN rating where evidence of responsiveness / longitudinal validity conformed with the standards of responsiveness as defined by the COSMIN 
initiative. For example, correlation of score change with change in a criterion measure; correlation with changes in other similar measures; Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) / Area Under the Curve 
(AUC)[72]. COSMIN ratings do not include distribution-based assessments - for example, Effect size (ES), Standardised Response Mean (SRM): reporting of such evidence was not awarded a COSMIN 
score and is reported in a separate column. 
f Minimal Detectable Change (MDC90) 
g Paper included for (limited) evidence of feasibility and acceptability. 
h Group discrimination - between groups (external criterion: good vs less good outcome). 
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Table 3: Measurement properties and methodological quality: data synthesis a, levels of evidence and overall quality of measurement and 
practical properties per reviewed PROM (n=28) 
PROM (n)b Eval (n) Reliability Validity Responsiveness 
Test-retest Internal 
consistency 
Measurement 
error 
Content Convergent/ 
divergent 
Known groups Structural Responsiveness d
Generic – health status (12/28) 
Profile measures (6/12) 
COOP/WONCA 1 - - - - + 
Moderate 
? 
Unknown 
- ? 
Unknown 
NHP 4 - + 
Limited 
- - + 
Moderate 
+ 
Limited 
- + 
Moderate 
Quality of Life Scale 1 - + 
Limited 
- - - + 
Unknown 
- ? 
Unknown 
SF-36 (v1) 17 ? 
Unknown c
+ 
Moderate 
- - + 
Moderate 
+ 
Moderate 
- + 
Moderate 
SF-12 3 - - - - + 
Limited 
- - - 
WHOQoL-BREF 1 - - - - - ? 
Unknown 
- - 
Single item VAS (1/12) 
EuroQoL VAS 5 - n/a - - ? 
Unknown 
? 
Unknown 
n/a ? 
Unknown 
Preference-based Utility Measures (4/12) 
EuroQoL EQ-5D 16 - n/a - - + 
Limited 
+ 
Moderate 
n/a + 
Moderate 
HUI 2 3 + 
Moderate c
n/a - - ? 
Unknown 
+ 
Limited 
n/a ? 
Unknown 
HUI 3 2 + 
Moderate c
n/a - - - - n/a ? 
Unknown 
SF-6D 1 - n/a - - ? 
Unknown 
+ 
Limited 
n/a - 
Capability measure (1/12) 
ICECAP-O 1 - n/a - - ? 
Unknown 
- n/a ? 
Unknown 
Specific measures (16/28) 
Hip-specific (3/16): Surgeon-based assessment (2/3) 
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Charnley Hip Score* 4 - - - - - + 
Moderate 
- - 
Harris Hip Score* 8 - - - - + 
Limited 
+ 
Moderate 
- - 
Patient-completed assessment (1/3) 
Oxford Hip Score 3 - - - - + 
Limited 
+ 
Limited 
- ? 
Unknown 
Disease-specific (2/16) 
OPAQ-2 1 - - - - + 
Limited 
- - ? 
Unknown 
WOMAC 4 - - - - - + 
Moderate 
- - 
Domain-specific (11/16) 
Emotional well-being (3/11) 
GDS 4 - ? 
Unknown 
- - - + 
Moderate 
- ? 
Unknown 
HAM-D 1 - + 
Limited 
- - - - - - 
Zung DI 1 - - - - ? 
Unknown 
- - - 
Activities of Daily Living / Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (ADL/IADL)(8/11) 
Barthel Index 10 - ? 
Unknown 
- - + 
Moderate 
+ 
Moderate 
- ? 
Unknown 
Modified BI 2 - - - - + 
Limited 
+ 
Limited 
- - 
Functional Activities 
Index (FAI) 
3 - - - - + 
Moderate 
+ 
Moderate 
- - 
FIM 21 + 
Moderate c
? 
Unknown 
- - + 
Moderate 
+ 
Moderate 
- ? 
Unknown 
Functional Status 
Questionnaire (FSQ) 
1 - - - - - ? 
Unknown 
- - 
Lawton’s IADL 5 - - 
Limited 
- - - 
Limited 
+ 
Limited 
- - 
Katz ADL 8 - - - - ? 
Unknown 
+ 
Moderate 
- - 
OMFAQ 1 - - - - - ? 
Unknown 
- - 
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n Test-retest Internal 
consistency 
Measuremen
t error 
Content Convergent
/ divergent 
Known groups Structural Resp 
Footnote: 
a Data synthesis: The data were qualitatively synthesized to determine the overall quality of measurement properties and acceptability of each reviewed PROM. The synthesis took the 
following factors into account: 1) methodological quality of the reviewed studies (COSMIN scores); 2) the number of studies reporting evidence of measurement properties per PROM; 3) the 
results for each measurement property for each PROM; and 4) the consistency of results between reviewed studies. 
The data synthesis score has two elements. 
1) First, the overall quality of a measurement property was reported as: adequate (+), not adequate (-), conflicting (+/-), or unclear (?).
2) Second, levels of evidence for the overall quality of each measurement property were further defined to indicate ‘strong’ – consistent findings in multiple studies of good
methodological quality OR in one study of excellent quality; ‘moderate’ – consistent findings in multiple studies of fair methodological quality OR in one study of good
methodological quality; ‘limited’ – one study of fair methodological quality; ‘conflicting’ – conflicting findings; or ‘unknown’ evidence – only studies of poor methodological
quality (detailed by Elbers et al, 2012 [12]; Conijn et al, 2015 [23]).
b PROMs (acronyms; alphabetical order): BDI-II - Beck Depression Inventory – version II; BI – Barthel Index; Charnley HS – Charnley Hip Score; COOP/W – COOP/WONCA Charts; EQ-5D - 
EuroQoL EQ-5D; FAI – Functional Activities Index; FIM – Functional Independence Measure; FSQ - Functional Status Questionnaire; GDS - Geriatric Depression Scale; HAM-D - Hamilton Rating 
Scale for Depression (HAM-D); HHS – Harris Hip Score (self-report domains included if reported separately); HUI 2/3 – Health Utility Index; ICECAP-O - ICEpop CAPability measure for Older 
people; Katz ADL - Katz Index of Independence in Activities of Daily Life; Lawton IADL - Lawton-Instrumental Activities of Daily Life Scale; MBI – Modified Barthel Index; NHP – Nottingham 
Health Profile; OHS - Oxford Hip Score; OMFAQ – Older Americans Resources and Services (OARS) Multi-dimensional Functional Assessment Questionnaire; OPAQ2 – Osteoporosis Quality of 
Life Questionnaire (version 2); QLS - Quality of Life Scale; SF-36/12 – Short-Form 36/12-item Health Survey; WHOQOL – World Health Organisation Quality of Life Questionnaire; WOMAC - 
Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index; ZDI – Zung Depression Inventory. 
c Inter-rater reliability 
d Where only ES statistics reported – classified as ‘? Unknown’ evidence of responsiveness 
n/a Non-applicable. 
PROHIP – Systematic review 
Figure 1 Flow diagram for article selection 
Total included in review:  71 
Studies included from update 
searches:  11 
Full-text articles assessed for 
eligibility: 50 
None from citation searches 
Full text articles excluded from 
update: 39 
Update searches (July 2012-Aug 2015): 
Combined datasets after duplicates removed 
934 records 
Articles excluded: 43 Records screened (title and abstracts): 
93 
Studies included from original 
electronic searches: n = 60 
117 full text articles from original 
search were excluded 
Full-text articles assessed for eligibility: 
177 (inc. 8 from citation searches)
Articles excluded:  76 Records screened (title and abstracts): 
253 
Original searches: 
Combined datasets after duplicates 
removed 9892 records 
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Appendix 1. Hip Review - Characteristics of included studies (n=71) 
Reference 
Country 
Population, Setting, 
Completion 
Study / Intervention n Mean age 
(years (SD); range) 
Gender 
(% female) 
PROMs Language 
1 Adunsky et al 2001 
Israel 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Retrospective cohort: to evaluated the factors 
affecting recovery of function post-hip fracture 
Baseline: Admission to rehabilitation following hip 
fracture surgery 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehabilitation 
217 79.85 (7.94) 
(median 81.00) 
80% FIM Arabic/Hebrew 
2 Adunsky et al 2002 
Israel 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Retrospective cohort: an evaluation of the 
association between the CogFIM, MMSE, and Clock 
Drawing Task in the hip fracture population 
Baseline: Admission to rehabilitation following hip 
fracture surgery 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehabilitation 
143 78.80 (8.00); 
range 52-98 years 
73% FIM 
Cog-FIM 
Motor-FIM 
Arabic/Hebrew 
3 Arinzon et al 2007 
Israel 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Prospective cohort (no matched controls): an 
evaluation of the role of pain perception (pain 
Visual Analogue Scale) on functional recovery. 
Baseline: Admission to rehabilitation following hip 
fracture surgery 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehabilitation 
63 78.01 (7.04) 68% FIM 
Katz ADL 
Zung DRS 
Arabic/Hebrew 
4 Beaupre et al 2005 
Canada 
Community (Post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for follow- 
up 
Prospective cohort: comparison of outcomes 
between two groups: 
1) Treatment (Pathway) Group (TPG): consecutive
patient cohort treated with care pathway 1999-
2000;
2) Control(CG): consecutive cohort treated 1996-
1997 (non-pathway)
Baseline: Pre-fracture (retrospectively at time of 
fracture) 
Follow-up: Time 1: 4-6 days post-fracture; Time 2 at 
3-months; Time 3 at 6-months
1) 451 
2) 468 
1) 81.70 (7.80) 
2) 81.70 (7.60) 
1) 78%
2) 77%
Modified 
Barthel Index 
(M-BI) 
French 
Canadian 
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5 Bellelli et al 2008 
Italy 
Community (Post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for follow- 
up 
Consecutive cohort – surgical admissions: patients 
screened for depression (GDS positive if score> 
7/15)). Categorized into 4 groups: 
Dementia (Dem) (n=40) 
Depressed (Dep) (n= 54) 
Dementia and Depression (DD) (n= 27) 
Neither (NDD) (n= 90 = Reference group) 
Baseline: Admission to rehabilitation 
Follow-up: Time 1 at Discharge from Rehabilitation; 
Time 2 at 12-months 
1) 40 
2) 54 
3) 27 
4) 90 
1. 83.50 (7.20) 
2. 79.50 (7.00) 
3. 85.10 (6.30) 
4. 79.20 (7.00) 
1. 92%
2. 87%, 
3. 96%
4. 83%
BI 
GDS 
Lawton IADL 
Italian 
6 Beloosesky et al 
2002 
Israel 
Community (Post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for follow- 
up 
Prospective cohort: Categorised at baseline by: 1) 
Degree of independence pre-fracture (recall 
completion of Katz ADL) and 2) cognitive 
impairment (completion of MMSE). 
Baseline: Pre-fracture (recall). 
Follow-up: 6-months 
153 81.30 (7.60) 
(median 82.0); 
range 65-102 years 
75.8% FIM Arabic/Hebrew 
7 Beloosesky et al 
2004 
Israel 
Community (Post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for follow- 
up 
Prospective cohort study: 86.5% surgical repair; 
13.5% treated conservatively. 
Follow-up: at 4yrs. 
123 77.40 (7.30); range 
60-96 years
67% f NHP Arabic/Hebrew 
8 Binder et al 1994 
USA 
Community (post- 
op) 
Interview 
Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT) of rehabilitation 
post hip fracture: 
1) Extended physiotherapy Vs
2) Low-impact home exercise
Baseline; Follow-up 6-months 
1)46
2)44
1) 80.00 (7.00) 
2) 81.00 (8.00) 
1) 72%
2) 77% 
SF-36 
FSQ 
OMFAQ 
US English 
9 Borgquist et al 1992 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Self-completed 
(Postal) 
Prospective cohort: exploring quality of life and 
activities of daily living (ADL) in hip fracture 
population & population reference group: 
1)Hip fracture after surgery: Groups defined as: a
Complications vs no complications; b Able to walk
outside vs Not able to walk outside);
100 1) 74.00 80% NHP Swedish 
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To compare self- 
assessment of 
PROMs with 
objective status 
outcome 
assessments (ADL) 
2)Population reference group
Baseline: not reported 
Follow-up: Time 1 at 4mths (ADL only); Time 2 at 
6mths (NHP only); Time 3 at 12-months (NHP only) 
10 Blomfeldt et al 2006 
Sweden 
Community (post op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: post-surgical repair of hip- 
fracture. Two groups: 
1) Primary total hip replacement;
2) Secondary total hip replacement
Baseline: pre-fracture (retrospective) 
Follow-up: Time 1 at 4-months; Time 2 at 12- 
months; Time 3 at 24-months. 
1) 43 
2) 41 
1) 79.00 (5.00)
2) 80.00 (5.30) 
1) 86%
2) 93%
EQ-5D 
Charnley HS 
Swedish 
11 Boonen et al 2004 
Belgium 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Self-completed 
(Postal) 
Prospective matched control cohort: 
1) Unselected consecutive post-op hip fracture;
2) Convenience sample, local population (no
fracture)
Comparator measure = objective assessment of 
disability (Rapid Disability Rating Scale 2). 
Baseline: before hospital discharge 
Follow-up: at 12-mths 
*Only 51% able to self-complete SF-36 at discharge
and 12-mths (significantly younger, less Cognitive
impairment, and better function) 
134 1) 78.00;
range 50-95 years
2) 78.00;
range 50-97 years
100% SF-36 Flemmish 
12 Buecking et al 
2014 
Germany 
Hospital (admission 
& discharge post hip 
fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: to identify independent factors 
(depression and mental status) correlated with 
quality of life in hip fracture population. 
Data collected at admission and discharge 
227 81.00 (8.00) 
(median 82.00); 
range 60-99 years 
27% EQ-5D 3L 
EQ-VAS 
German 
13 Cornwall et al 2004 
USA 
Community (post op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: groups defined by fracture type: 
1) Displaced Femoral neck fracture (FN);
2) Non-displaced FN fracture;
3) Unstable intertrochanteric fracture (IT) 
1)181
2)70
1) 81.80 (8.80) 
2) 78.40 (10.30) 
1) 80%
2) 87% 
FIM total US English 
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Patient or proxy 
(caregiver) 
4) Stable intertrochanteric fracture.
Baseline: Pre-fracture function (retrospective at 
admission). 
Follow-up: 2-months and 6-months 
3)178
4)108
3) 82.90 (7.90) 
4 )82.50 (8.70) 
3) 81%
4) 81%
14 Cranney et al 2005 
Canada 
Comparative 
evaluation 
Community (post op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective matched control cohort: 
1) Unselected consecutive post-op hip fracture;
2) Convenience sample, local population (no
fracture)
Baseline; Follow-up – 3 and 9 mths. 
1)20
2)20
1) 80.00
2 79.00
100% SF-36 
HUI2 
SF-6D 
Canadian 
English 
15 Deutch et al 2005 
USA 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Data collected from 
Medicare database 
Retrospective cohort: 
1) Inpatient rehabilitation facilities programme Vs 
2)Skilled nursing sub-acute rehabilitation
programme
Baseline: admission to rehabilitation programme 
Follow-up: Time 1 at discharge from rehabilitation 
programme 
1)24,714
2) 5,079 
1) 80.40 (8.20) 
2) 82.10 (8.10) 
1) 78% 
2) 81%
FIM: 
Motor – FIM 
Cog - FIM 
US English 
16 Dorra et al 2002 
USA 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: two groups categorised 
according to FIM scores (re-calculated as 
Rehabilitation Effectiveness Score (change in FIM 
motor subscale (discharge-admission score) divided 
by max possible improvement (max possible score – 
admission score) x 100)): 
1) Poor rehabilitation outcome (bottom quartile)
2) Good rehabilitation outcome (top quartile)
Baseline: Admission to Rehab. 
Follow-up: Time 1 at discharge from rehabilitation 
programme 
1) 69 
2) 68 
Total 79.30 (8.00); 
range 60-98 years 
1) 81.90 (7.80); 
range 60-98 years
2) 75.70 (8.20); 
range 60-94 years
Total 79.4% 
1) 84%
2) 75%
FIM: 
Motor-FIM 
US English 
17 Dupplis & Wikblad 
2004 
Sweden 
Community (post op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: categorised as: 
1) Hip fracture with Delirium post-surgery (D);
2) Hip fracture without delirium at baseline (No D).
Reference group (general Swedish population ≥75 
years) 
1) 32 
2) 83 
1) 85.40 (5.30) 
2) 82.60 (5.50) 
NR SF-36 Swedish 
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Baseline: post-op 
Follow-up: 6-months 
18 Frihagen et al 2007 
Sweden 
Community (post op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) for acute 
displaced hip fracture: 
1) Internal fixation (IF) Vs.
2) Hemiarthroplasty (HA)
Baseline: not reported. 
Follow-up: 4/ 12/ 24-months 
N: 137 
1) 83.20 (7.65)
2) 82.50 (7.32) 
1)78% 
2)71% 
EQ-5D 3L 
EQ VAS 
BI 
HHS 
Swedish 
19 Frihagen et al 2008 
Sweden 
Community (post op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort (sample taken from RCT 
(Frihagen et al 2007)): 
1) Complications group Vs.
2) No complications groups
Baseline 
Follow-ups: 4/ 12-months 
1) 23 
2) 56 
82.80 (7.48) 74% EQ-5D 3L 
EQ VAS 
HHS 
Swedish 
20 Gjertsen et al 2011 
Norway 
Community (post op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Retrospective cohort (data from Norwegian Hip 
Fracture Database): 
1) Displaced fracture with internal fixation;
2) Displaced fracture with hemiarthroplasty;
3) Un-displaced fracture with internal fixation.
Baseline: Pre-fracture (retrospective) 
Follow-up: 4 and 12-months. 
Total: 
1948 
1)550
2)778
3)670
1) 81.00 (8.90) 
2) 83.00 (7.00) 
3) 81.00 (8.40) 
1)68% 
2)76% 
3)80% 
EQ-5D 3L Norwegian 
21 Goldstein et al 1997 
USA 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Patient or proxy 
Prospective cohort: 
1) Cognitively impaired Vs.
2) Not cognitively impaired
Baseline: admission to rehabilitation 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehabilitation (average 3 
weeks) 
Total: 58 
1)35
2)23
Total: 84.00 (6.70); 
range 71 to 99 
years 
83% FIM US English 
22 Graham et al 2008 
USA 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Retrospective cohort: patients receiving in-patient 
rehabilitation post hip fracture repair. 
Comparison between ethnic groups: 
1) White, 2) Black, 3) Hispanic, 4) Asian 
6970 80.20 (8.00) 74% FIM US English 
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Interview/telephone 
interview for FU Baseline: admission to rehabilitation 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehabilitation; 3 and 6- 
months 
23 Graham et al 2014 
USA 
Post hip fracture 
Community 
Telephone interview 
Prospective cohort: comparison between: 
1) Patient-centred Care management model and 2)
Matched controls
Follow-up: 6 and 12-months 
194 
1) 97 
2)97
1) 82.00 (9.00) 
2) 82.00 (9.00) 
1)72% 
2)74% 
EQ-5D 3L 
EQ VAS 
HHS 
US English 
24 Griffin et al 
2015 
UK 
Post hip fracture 
Community 
Interview/telephone 
interview for FU 
Prospective Cohort: comparison of quality of life 
post-surgical repair of hip fracture 
Baseline: retrospective assessment 
Follow-up: 4-weeks; 4-months; 12-months 
403 83.1 (8.7) 73% EQ-5D 3L 
OHS 
English 
25 Hajbaghery & 
Abbasinia 
2013 
Iran 
Community dwelling 
elders- post surgical 
repair of hip 
fracture 
Self-completed 
(Postal) 
Case-control study: 
1) Hip fracture – minimum of 3-months before 
study;
2) Community sample of matched cases (no hip 
fracture).
Comparison of quality of life by gender, age, living 
arrangements, income, marital status, education 
level, current job, number of chronic disorders. 
1)70
2)70
1) 73.50 (8.07) 
2) 72.80 (7.48) 
56% EQ-5D 3L Persian 
26 Hall et al 2000 
Australia 
Community dwelling 
elders – post- 
surgical repair of hip 
fracture 
Interview 
Case control: 
1) Post hip fracture now living in community;
2) Community sample (no hip fracture) matched by
age and gender
Investigation of functional independence and 
quality of life at 6 and 12-months post-surgical 
repair of hip fracture 
1)92
2)92
1) 75.88 (9.12); 
range 54-93 years
2) 75.73 (9.03); 
range 52-94 years
65% SF-36 
M-BI
FAI
Australian 
English 
27 Hallberg et al 2004 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective matched control cohort: 
1) Post-op hip fracture (Hip F);
2) Vertebral Fracture (Vert F);
3) Humerus Fracture (Hum F);
40 
Total patient 
population mean: 
69.30 (5.20) 
100% SF-36 Swedish 
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4) Forearm Fracture (FF);
5) Convenience sample (matched cohort) - local
population (no fracture)(CS).
Baseline: assessed median 89 days post fracture. 
Follow-up: (Hip F) 2years post fracture 
28 Hallberg et al 2009 
Sweden 
Community-based 
population (post-op 
hip fracture). 
Self-report 
Prospective matched control cohort (7-year follow- 
up of earlier cohort study): 
1) Post-op hip fracture (Hip F);
2) Vertebral Fracture (Vert F);
3) Convenience sample (matched cohort) - local
population (no fracture)(CS)).
Baseline: assessed median 89 days post fracture. 
Follow-up: (Hip F) 7-years post fracture 
25 Total patient 
population mean: 
75.00 (4.70); range 
64-82 years
100% SF-36 Swedish 
29 Hershkovitz et al 
2007 
Israel 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: assessment of factors affecting 
functional recovery at discharge 
Baseline: admission to rehabilitation 
Follow-up: discharge from rehabilitation 
programme 
133 80.0 (6.60) 74% FIM 
FIM Cog 
FIM motor 
30 Heruti et al1999 
Israel 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: evaluation of factors affecting 
functional gain at discharge from rehabilitation. 
Focus on cognitive status at admission. 
Baseline: admission to rehabilitation 
Follow-up: discharge from rehabilitation 
programme (mean 23.4 days). 
204 80.00 (7.10); range 
64-84 years
76.5% FIM: 
Motor - FIM 
Cog-FIM 
31 Inngul et al 2013 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized clinical trial (RCT): an evaluation of hip 
function, health related quality of life, surgical 
outcome and acetabular erosion. 
Randomised by surgery type: hemi-arthroplasty 
with either 1) unipolar or 2) bipolar head 
Baseline: pre-surgery – according to recall principle 
Follow-up: 12/ 24/ 48-months post-op. 
59 86.10; range 79-100 
years 
1) 82%
2) 70% 
EQ-5D 
HHS 
Swedish 
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32 Jones, Miller & 
Petrella 2002 
Canada 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for follow- 
up 
Prospective cohort 
Baseline: admission to rehab. 
Follow-up: discharge from rehabilitation and 6- 
weeks (n=44 only) 
100 82.40 (7.30) 83% FIM Canadian 
English 
33 Jones & Feeny 2005 
Canada 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Patient and Proxy 
Prospective cohort: an evaluation of the agreement 
between 1) patient and 2) proxy responses. 
Baseline: 3-5 days after surgery. 
Follow-up: 1, 3, 6mths 
Proxy: Spouse (23%); Offspring (55%); Other (22%) 
245 1) Patients: 80.50
(7.50) 
2) Proxy: mean not 
reported: range <40
yrs (5%) to > 75 yrs 
(13%). 
1) 73% 
2) 72% 
HUI2 
HUI3 
Canadian 
English 
34 Jones & Feeny 2006 
Canada 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for FU 
Patient or proxy 
Prospective cohort: an evaluation of the agreement 
between 1) patient and 2) proxy responses. 
Baseline: 3-5 days after surgery. 
Follow-up: 1, 3, 6mths 
Proxy: Spouse (27%); Offspring (33%); Other (20%). 
137 1)Patients 79.40
(7.40) 
2) Range <40 years 
to 75+ years
1) 73% 
2) 93%
FIM total Canadian 
English 
35 Jones et al 2014 
UK 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for FU 
Prospective cohort: an evaluation of the 
longitudinal validity of HU12 & HU13 in patients 
recovering from hip fracture 
Baseline: 3-5 days after surgery 
Follow-up: 1 and 6-months 
278 80.20 (7.50) 72% HU12 
HU13 
English 
36 Jongjit et al 2003 
Thailand 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Cross-sectional case-control study: 
1) Community dwelling hip fracture patients (6 to
10-months post hip fracture repair);
2) Community dwelling age and gender matched
controls (without hip fracture)
60 1) 75.88 (9.12) 
2) 75.73 (9.03) 
60% FIM total 
FAI 
SF-36 
Thai 
37 Kirke et al 2002 
Ireland 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: 
1) Hip fracture patients;
2) Matched community controls
106 1) 79.95 
2) 77.80 
100% Katz ADL Ire English 
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Baseline: Pre-fracture (collected retrospectively) 
Follow-up: 2yrs 
38 Latham et al 2009 
Eight countries 
(Norway, UK, 
Sweden, Israel, 
Germany, USA, 
Denmark, Spain). 
*several 
translations
In-patient 
rehabilitation and 
out-patient 
rehabilitation 
follow-up – post hip 
fracture repair. 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: an evaluation of self-report and 
performance-based measures of physical function in 
the hip fracture population. 
3 self-report measures: 
SF-36 
Activity Measure Post-Acute Care 
Physical Mobility (AM PAC PM) 
AM PAC Personal Care (AM PAC PC) 
4 Performance-based measures: 
Physical Function Performance (PFP-10) 
Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) 
Four-meter gait speed (GS) 
Six-minute walk test (6MWT). 
Baseline: within 17-days post-op 
Follow-up: 12-weeks post-op 
108 78.90 (8.10) 73.2% SF-36 *several 
translations
39 Lenze et al 2007 
USA 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: Hip fracture population with: 
1) Major depressive disorder (MDD) Vs 
2) No major depressive disorder (No MDD)
Baseline: discharge from hospital 
Follow-up: 2 /6 / 10/ 14/ 18/ 22/ 26 weeks post 
discharge. 
1) 18 
2)108
1) 78.30 (10.80) 
2) 81.80 (8.70) 
1) 83%
2) 79% 
HAM-D US English 
40 MaCauley et al 
2008 
USA 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) following 
traumatic hip fracture: 
1) Total hip replacement (THR) Vs 
2) Hemi-arthroplasty
Baseline – not reported 
Follow-up: 6/ 12/ 24 months. 
1)17
2) 23 
1) 82.00 (7.00) 
2) 77.00 (9.00) 
1) 41% 
2) 61% 
SF-36 
WOMAC 
HHS 
US English 
41 McGilton et al 2009 Rehabilitation Cohort study: post-surgical repair of hip fracture: FIM Motor Canadian 
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Canada 
programme post hip 
fracture repair 
Interview 
Groups defined by level of cognitive impairment 
(MMSE): 
1) Cognitively impaired Vs
2) Not cognitively impaired
Baseline: Admission to rehab. 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehab 
1)17
2)14
1) 88.60 (5.70); 
range 71-100 years
2) 85.30 (7.80); 
range 77-100 years
1) 50% 
2) 65%
FIM Cog English 
42 Mattsson et al 2005 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) following 
traumatic hip fracture: 
1) Sliding-screw + re-absorbable cement Vs.
2) Sliding-screw only.
Baseline: 1-week post-op 
Follow-up: 6-weeks, 6-months 
1)55
2)57
1) 81.20 (7.00) 
2) 82.00 (6.30) 
1) 80% 
2) 82% 
SF-36 Swedish 
43 Mendelsohn et al 
2003 
Canada 
Rehabilitation 
programme post hip 
fracture 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: evaluate the relationship 
between functional mobility (Timed Up and Go 
[TUG], Self-Paced Walking[SPW], Berg Balance Scale 
[BBS]) and global functional status(FIM). 
Baseline: Admission to rehab. 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehab. 
N=40 79.3 (4.5) 85% FIM Canadian 
English 
44 Mishra et al 2004 
UK 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Telephone interview 
Retrospective cohort (post-op): consecutive 
patients (socially independent and mentally alert) 
receiving a total hip replacement (THR) for 
displaced sub-capital fracture. 
Follow-up: mean 30-months post-op (range 20-54 
months) 
51 74.0 (7.2) 88% Oxford HS 
SF-12 PCS 
UK English 
45 Mizrahi et al 2007 
Israel 
Post hip fracture 
rehabilitation 
programme 
Interview 
Retrospective cohort: Impact of Stroke (ICD 
classification) on rehab / functional gain of patients 
with hip fracture. 
Groups: 1) Previous stroke; 2) No previous stroke 
Baseline: Admission to rehabilitation. 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehabilitation 
460 
1)51
2)409
1) 81.84 (6.27) 
2) 82.23 (6.96) 
1) 45%
2) 78%
FIM total 
FIM Motor 
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46 Mouzopoulos et al 
2008 
Greece 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: Between group comparison of 
functional ability. 
Patients ‘randomly’ assigned to receive: 
1) Total arthroplasty (TA);
2) Hemiarthroplasty (HA) or 
3) Internal Fixation (IF)
Baseline: pre-fracture retrospective assessment. 
Follow-up: 1 and 4-years. 
1)23
2)20
3)19
1)73.07 (4.93) 
2)74.24 (3.77) 
3)75.38 (4.62) 
1) 76% 
2) 71% 
3) 68% 
BI 
HHS 
Greek 
47 Nguyen-Oghalai et Rehabilitation Retrospective cohort (national registry of medical 13,394; 
1) 80.70 (7.20) 1) 82% 
FIM US English 
al 2006 programme post hip rehab in-patients): to assess the impact of 
fracture osteoarthritis (OA) on the length of rehabilitation 
USA stay and functional recovery (assessed with the FIM) 
Interview / in patients sustaining a hip fracture: 
telephone interview Groups: 
1) Hip fracture with OA Vs. 1)1953
2) Hip fracture without OA 2)11441 2) 80.10 (7.10) 2) 76%
Baseline: Admission 
Follow-up: Discharge (interview); 80-180 days after 
discharge from rehabilitation (telephone) 
48 Orive et al 2015 
Spain 
Community (post- 
op hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interview for FU 
Prospective cohort: to evaluate changes in health- 
related quality of life and activities of daily living in: 
1) Hip fracture patients
2) Non-hip fracture patients
Baseline 
Follow-up: 6-months 
891 
1)776
2)115
1) 83.16 (7.05) 
2) 73.18 (6.43) 
1) 82%
2) 53% 
SF-12 
WOMAC 
BI 
Lawton ADL 
Spanish 
49 Parsons et al Community (post-op Prospective cohort: comparative evaluation nof 
PROMs in hip fracture population. Groups defined 
by cognitive status: 
1) Cognitively impaired
2) Cognitively intact
Baseline 
Follow-up: 4 weeks; 4 and 12-months 
225 83.1 (7.94) 75% EQ-5D UK English 
2014 hip fracture) EQ VAS 
OHS 
UK Interview/telephone 1) 85.6 (6.37) 1) 79% ICECAP-O 
interview at follow- 2) 82.0 (8.28) 2) 72%
up 
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50 Randell et al 2000 
Australia 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective matched control cohort: 
1) Community dwelling post-op hip fracture patients 
(unselected, consecutive);
2) Case-matched convenience sample, local
population (no fracture)
Baseline: within 1-week of fracture (recall pre- 
fracture status) 
Follow-up: 12 to 15-weeks 
32 1) 82.00 (8.00); 
range 68-97 years
2) 86.00 (6.00); 
range 68-98 years
1) 69%
2) 72%
SF-36 (v1) 
OPAQ-2 
Australian 
English 
51 Rohde et al 2010 
Norway 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective matched control cohort: 
1) Community dwelling post-op hip fracture patients
(unselected, consecutive);
2) Case-matched convenience sample, local
population (no fracture)
Baseline: within 4-days of fracture (recall pre- 
fracture status) 
Follow-up: 1 and 2-years 
61 
1) 74.0 (10.0) 
2) 73.0 (8.0) 
75% f SF-36 
QoLS 
Norwegian 
52 Rolland et al 2004 Post hip fracture Prospective cohort study: to assess functional gain 61 
1) 87.60 (7.20) 
82% FIM French 
rehabilitation in hip fracture patients (post-op) participating in a 
France programme rehabilitation programme. Groups categorised 
according to cognitive status: 1) Cognitively 
Interview impaired (CI) 1)28
2) Partially cognitively impaired (PCI) 2)23 2) 83.90 (6.80) 
3) Not cognitively impaired (No CI) 3)10 3) 77.60 (7.40) 
Outcome measures: FIM. Completed by whole team 
(Geriatrician, PT, Psychologist; Geriatric Nurse). 
Baseline: Admission to rehabilitation programme. 
Follow-up: Discharge from rehabilitation 
programme. 
53 Shepherd et al 1996 
UK 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: to explore the feasibility and 
acceptability of range of assessment scales in hip 
fracture population 
270 81 (8) 80% GDS 
BI 
PGCMS 
UK English 
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Patient and proxy 
Measures: GDS, Philadelphia Geriatric Centre 
Morale Scale (PGCMS) and Barthel Index (BI ) 
Baseline: recall of pre-fracture status 
(retrospectively collected at 3-4 days after fracture). 
Follow-up: 1 / 6/ and 12-months 
Evidence of feasibility, acceptability, data quality, 
responsiveness. Plus issues re proxy completion 
54 Shyu et al 2004a 
Taiwan 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
1) Prospective cohort: to explore data quality,
responsiveness, validity of selected PROMs 
2) Results from a Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT)
to inform an evaluation of group differences.
Primary outcome: evaluation of the SF-36 evaluation
in two groups of elders post hip fracture. 
Measures: SF-36 (Taiwanese), Chinese Barthel 
Index, Lawtons IADL, Chinese GDS(SF) 
Baseline: before discharge from hosp. 
Follow-up: 1/ 3/ and 6-months post-op. 
116 1) 79.80 (7.20) 
2) 78.51 (8.27) 
1) 64% 
2) 71% 
SF-36 (v1) 
BI 
Lawtons ADL 
Taiwanese/ 
Chinese 
version 
55 Shyu et al 2004b 
Taiwan 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: an longitudinal evaluation of 
change in activities of daily living post hip fracture. 
Measures: Chinese Barthel Index, Lawtons IADL. 
Follow-up: 1/ 3/ 6/ 12-months post hip fracture. 
110 79.40 (7.50) 60.9% BI 
Lawtons ADL 
Taiwanese/ 
Chinese 
version 
56 Shyu et al 2008 
Taiwan 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) of rehabilitation 
post hip fracture: 
1) Intervention (interdisciplinary team) Vs 
2) Control (usual care)
Measures: Chinese GDS and Chinese Barthel index 
(primary outcome). 
Baseline: before hospital discharge. Follow- 
up: 1/ 3/ 6/ 12-months post-op 
162 
1) 80 
2) 82 
Total: 
78.16 (7.76) 
Total:68.5% GDS 
BI 
Taiwanese/ 
Chinese 
version 
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57 Shyu et al 2009 
Taiwan 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: focus on depression post hip 
fracture. 
Measures: Chinese GDS and Chinese Barthel index 
(primary outcome). 
Baseline: before hospital discharge. 
Follow-up: 1/ 3/ 6/ 12-months post-op. 
147 77.90 (7.90) 67.3% GDS 
BI 
Taiwanese/ 
Chinese 
version 
58 Shyu et al 2013 
Taiwan 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: comparing the effects of 
interdisciplinary comprehensive care programmes: 
1) Subacute care group
2) Comprehensive care group
3) Usual care
Baseline: Pre-fracture 
Follow-up: 1/ 3/ 6/ 12-months post-op 
269 
1) 92 
2) 92 
3) 85 
Total: 
76.20 
Range: 
60 to 67.3% 
SF-36 Taiwanese/ 
Chinese 
version 
59 Soderqvist et al 
2006 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Patient and proxy 
Prospective cohort: two groups defined by cognitive 
status: 
1) Cognitively impaired (Short Portable Mental
Status Questionnaire (SPMSQ) scores <3);
2) Not cognitively impaired (SPMSQ scores >3)
Follow-up: T1=4mths, T2=12mths 
213 
1)50
2)163
Total: 
84.00; range 65-99 
years 
1) 86.10 (5.50) 
2) 82.80 (6.70)
81% EQ-5D 
Katz ADL 
Charnley – HS 
(walk; pain) 
Swedish 
60 Tidermark et al 
2002a 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort: groups defined by hip fracture 
type 
1) Un-displaced fracture Vs
2) Displaced fracture
Baseline: Pre-op retrospectively reported 
Follow-up: 4/ 12/ 24-months 
90 
1)24
2)66
1) 80.00 (8.00) 
2) 80.10 (6.90) 
1)71% 
2) 74% 
EQ-5D 
Katz ADL 
Swedish 
61 Tidermark et al 
2002b 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective matched cohort: groups defined as: 
1) Healed fracture
2) Healing complications after fracture
3) Age-matched Swedish reference
population
Baseline: Pre-op (retrospective assessment) 
90 80.00 (7.30); range 
66-92 years
76% EQ-5D 
Katz ADL 
Swedish 
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Follow-up: 1 week/ 4 and 17-months 
62 Tidermark et al 
2003 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) of surgical repair 
in hip fracture patients: 
1) Total Hip Replacement Vs.
2) Internal fixation
Focus: evaluation of comparative responsiveness of 
EQ-5D and SF-36 
Baseline: Pre-op (retrospective assessment) 
Follow-up: 4-months 
95 
1)48
2)47
1) 79.20 (5.00) 
2) 80.80 (6.60) 
1) 81%
2) 81% 
EQ-5D 
SF-36 
Katz ADL 
Charnley Hip 
Score 
Swedish 
63 Tidermark et al 
2007 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) of surgical repair 
in hip fracture patients: 
1) Total Hip Replacement Vs.
2) Internal fixation
Focus: evaluation of comparative responsiveness of 
EQ-5D and NHP 
Baseline: Pre-op (retrospective assessment) 
Follow-up: 6-months 
59 83.00 (5.00); range 
70-92 years
100% EQ-5D 
NHP 
Sweden 
64 Tosteston et al 2001 
USA 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Cohort study: three groups of women: 
1) No fragility fracture;
2) Vertebral fracture (no hip fracture);
3) Hip fracture (within last 1-5yrs).
Cross-sectional assessment of current status 
67 
1) 67.40 (0.60) 
2) 73.40 (0.80) 
3) 80.30 (1.10) 
100% SF-36 US English 
65 Tsauo et al 2005 
Taiwan 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) of rehabilitation 
post hip-fracture repair: 
1) Home-based physiotherapy Vs
2) Control group (usual care).
Baseline: discharge from hospital 
Follow-up: 1/ 3/ 6-months post discharge. 
25 
1)13
2)12
1)74.10 (12.00) 
2) 71.90 (12.50) 
80% WHOQOL- 
BREF 
HHS 
Taiwanese 
66 Van Balen et al Community (post-op Evaluative comparison of health status measures: 208 Mean, medium, 79% BI Dutch 
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2003 
Netherlands 
hip fracture) 
Interview or Self- 
complete 
data quality, reliability, validity, responsiveness. 
Interview administered: Barthel Index; 
Rehabilitation Activities profile. 
Self-administered: NHP and COOP 
Patient sample consisted of early discharge (106) & 
normal discharge (102) post-surgical repair of hip 
fracture. 
Baseline: pre- fracture (recall) 
Follow-up: 1 week/ 1 and 4-months 
25th & 75th 
Percentile: 
83 years, 84 years, 
(77-89 years) 
NHP 
COOP/WONCA 
67 Vergara et al 2014 
Spain 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Postal self-report 
Prospective cohort: evaluation of factors influencing 
functional recovery (socio-demographic data (age, 
gender, instruction level, living condition, received 
help), comorbidities, characteristics of the fracture, 
treatment, destination of discharge, health-related 
quality of life) 
638 83.20 (7.20) 84% SF-12 (v1) 
WOMAC 
BI 
Lawton IADL 
Spanish 
68 Vidan et al 2005 
Spain 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview/telephone 
interviews for FU 
Randomized controlled trial (RCT) of rehabilitation 
post hip-fracture (during the acute care, in-patient 
period): 
1) Comprehensive geriatric intervention Vs 
2) Usual care
Baseline: within 72 hours of admission (unclear if 
pre-fracture status is collected retrospectively) 
Follow-up: hospital discharge; 3/ 6/ 12-months 
250 
1) 81.10 (7.80) 
2) 82.60 (7.40) 
1) 85%
2) 79%
Katz ADL Spanish 
69 Ziden et al 2010 
Sweden 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Randomized controlled trial (RCT) of rehabilitation 
post hip-fracture: 
1) Home rehabilitation programme (HR) Vs 
2) Conventional care (CC).
Comparator measures: 
Physical mobility measures (TUG, STS) 
Mood (CES-D) 
ADL (FIM and FAI) 
*Study focus on FIM, FAI, TUG and STS. No evidence
of measurement or practical properties for CES-D
102 
1) 48 
2) 54 
1) 81.20 (5.90) 
2) 82.50 (7.60) 
1) 60% 
2) 78% 
FIM 
FAI 
(SF-36) 
Swedish 
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Baseline: recall and baseline data 
Follow-up: 1/6/12-months 
70 Zielinski et al 
2014 
Netherlands 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Interview 
Prospective cohort (follow-up from FAITH RCT 
study): surgical repair of hip fracture: 
1) Internal Fixation Vs
2) Salvage Anthroplasty
Data collected at 2 years 
248 
1)164
2) 68 
1) 70.00; range 62-
78 years
2) 72.00; range 66-
79 years
1) 55% 
2) 69% 
SF-36 
WOMAC 
Dutch 
71 Zlowodski et al 
2008 
4 centres: North 
America (USA and 
Canada), England, 
Denmark. 
Community (post-op 
hip fracture) 
Telephon
e 
interview. 
Retrospective cohort study post-hip fracture repair 
(identified from hospital database): Three groups 
defined as: 
1) Severe shortening of femoral neck;
2) Moderate shortening of femoral neck;
3) No/Mild shortening of femoral neck
Comparator measures: SF-36 (PF primary outcome) 
and EQ-5D; Radiographic assessment. 
Assessment point: follow-up to surgery: mean 20- 
months (range 5 – 105 months). 
70 71.00; range 20-90 
years 
74% SF-36 
EQ-5D 
US English 
Footnotes: 
Post-op = the post-operative period following surgical repair of a hip fracture 
NR = Not reported 
RCT = Randomized Controlled Trial 
